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'ABSTRACT
Planting Seeds of Green Consumerism
The purpose of the recycling instructional program that was implemented
at the Arbor Vitae-Woodruff Elementary School during the 1995-1996 school
year was to develop awareness and knowledge of recycling skills, attitudes of
responsibility towards consumer practices, and skills for evaluating and
reporting concerns of environmentally unfriendly consumer practices.
The project involved students from grades first through fourth. Ninety
three students participated in a series of learning experiences concerning
recycling. Parents participated by completing extended lessons at home. The

methodology used to assess the results of the learning experiences consisted
of two descriptive surveys, one for the participating students and one for the
participating parents.

Students and parents were also required to complete

the survey prior to the time the lessons began . These surveys were again
completed in May. Data from both surveys was compiled at the end of the year.
The rationale behind the construction and the implementation of the
program, is that much of the solid waste problems we have in our country today
could be eliminated by source reduction which is commonly called recycling.
But in order for this to happen, consumers of today and tomorrow need to be
educated about the problem and its possible solutions.
The findings indicated there was a good growth amongst the third and
fourth grade students, some growth amongst the first and second grade
students, and little growth on the part of the parents of participating students.
The conclusions drawn from this study were that the participating
students who were most actively involved showed the greatest growth on the
survey. The parents who were the least actively involved showed the least
growth. The implications for present and future consumers are that seeds of
awareness and knowledge of the solid waste problems in our country and the
means of reduction of solid waste through consumer choices have been
planted. The Students and parents are aware of the problem, they have been
instructed in basic knowledge of the history, present state of the problem, and
the future of the problem.
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CHAPTER

1

THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
The Statement of the Problem

To what extent will providing recycling learning experiences for
elementary school students effect their knowledge of and attitudes
towards recycling and to what extent will extended home learning
activities effect their parent's consumer choices on a daily basis?

The Subproblems

The first subproblem was to determine the attitudes of the
participating students towards recycling.

The second subproblem was to determine to what extent the
parents use recycling choices prior to the introduction of the recycling
instructional program.

The third subproblem was to develop and implement a 1-4
recycling program that will positively influence both the student's
knowledge and attitudes towards recycling and the parent's consumer
choices.

The fourth subproblem was to measure the participating student's
attitudes towards recycling, nine months after the implementing of the
instructional program.
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The fifth subproblem was to measure the parent's use of recycling, nine
months after implementing the recycling instructional program and
compare the pre and post test results.

RATIONALE

In the United States we are faced with many environmental
problems. These problems may eventually threaten the quality of life as
we know it today unless they are dealt with by responsible citizens.
Among these problems are the pollution of our air and water , the
unnecessary waste of nonrenewable resources, and the costly
maintenance of landfills. The production of superfluous consumer
products contributes to all of these problems.
It is important for people to understand how tl'leir actions effect the
environment and contribute to environmental problems. It is important
that people learn how they can do things differently to reduce
environmental damage and ensure that there will be a continual supply
of natural resources in the future .
Recycling , today, is a widely excepted method of dealing with the
problems of saving energy, reducing pollution and reducing the amounts
of solid waste. While much emphasis is placed on recycling only ten
percent of solid waste is recycled. Meanwhile, recycling is often a
neglected component of the solution to these problems.
The main purpose of this project is to plant the seeds of green
consumerism within the thinking processes of the present and future
consumers.
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This is done when we develop positive attitudes and an educated
awareness of environmental costs of the products that are purchased on
a daily basis. If conscientious consumers are aware of the environmental
cost of their purchases, if they are knowledgeable about making earth
friendly consumer choices, then they will choose the more
environmentally friendly products.
A school environmental education program can help tomorrow's
consumers become aware of environmental problems, understand how
to use resources responsibly, and learn how their daily consumer
choices can contribute to problems as well as they can contribute to
solutions.

THE REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The Need For Precycling

The United States generates more and more municipal
solid waste every year, but there are fewer and fewer landfills to absorb it
(Corson, 1990). The amount of waste generated by industry and
agriculture is many times that discarded by consumers; however,
consumers can not disclaim all responsibility for industrial waste. It is
generated in producing the goods demanded by the citizens of a modern
industrial society (1990). Today, solid waste is being generated at a rate
of more than five pounds per-person, per-day in the United States or
approximately one ton-per person, per-year(1990). The solid waste
disposal crisis facing our nation is only a symptom of a deeper illness
that afflicts our society: the wasteful way we use our resources(Caplan
1990). We have become what some have called a" Throwaway Society".
The August 1, 1955 issue of Life offered a two page piece on
"Throwaway Living". With a photo of a happy family tossing dozens of
disposables into the air, it celebrated these products' ability to "cut down
on household chores" . Over a few short generations, we have become
car drivers, television watchers, junk food eaters, mall shoppers, and
throwaway buyers. The rest of the world, meanwhile is watching us on
television and aspires to our consumer lifestyle. (Makower 1993). This
throwaway attitude towards the consumption of goods has been based
on the assumptions that we have endless resources that will allow us to
produce an endless supply of consumer products and that an endless
4
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supply of waste depositories will be provided as means of disposing of
the waste stream. But now we are beginning to drown in that stream.
Having relied too long on the old strategy of out of " sight out of mind ",
we are now running out of ways to dispose of our waste in a manner that
keeps it either out of sight or mind. Now we must confront our capacity to
dispose of this waste (Gore, 1993) .
Some interesting solid waste facts in Kids C.A.R.E. (1994) are:
Americans throw away enough plastic and paper cups each year to give
the world six picnics, we toss out enough aluminum to rebuild our entire
commercial air fleet every three months, every two weeks we throw away
enough glass to fill the twin towers of the World Trade Center in New
York City, we create enough garbage each day to fill the New Orleans
Super Dome, twice. Also, according to Margaret Jaworski (1995).
Environmentalists have long promoted the concept of a waste
management hierarchy that lists alternate methods of handling trash in
order of preference. The most efficient approach is source reduction reducing the amount of waste we generate. This method saves money
and natural resources as well as addressing a broad range of
environmental problems over the entire life cycle of the products from
manufacturing to disposal. On the second rung of the waste
management hierarchy are recycling and composting, where valuable
materials are recovered for reuse. By reducing the amount of trash we
produce and by recycling as much as we can, the waste volume can be
cut in half. Recycling also reduces the environmental problems
associated with the extraction and processing of materials into
manufactured products.
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The bottom rungs of the priorities ladder are incinerators and landfills.
Using incinerators is simply replacing one type of pollution with other
potentially more dangerous environmental problems. Drawbacks of
incineration include air pollution by such toxins as dioxin. Air pollution is
the accumulation in the atmosphere of substances that , in sufficient
concentrations, endanger human health or produce other measured
effects on living matter.

Another problem is the disposal of the residue

or "fly ash" that remains after the incinerator process. This incinerator
ash contains high ratios of of heavy metals (Grolier 1993). Most of our
garbage, about eighty percent, is dumped in landfills, but we are running
out of cheap space that meets permit standards to accommodate the
flood of rubbish. The Environmental Protection Agency predicts that
soon half of all U.S. landfills will be full. By year 2009, eighty percent of
landfills that exist today will be full. A new landfill can cost up to ninety
million dollars

(Environmental Almanac). Also as old sites close, new

ones become increasingly difficult to start up because of public
opposition (Harms 1994).
Nobody wants a landfill or incinerator in their area.
The waste-management industry and some local governments
have little patience with NIMBY - Not in my Backyard- concerns. But
NIMBY makes a lot of sense when you look at just a few problems faced
by people living near a landfill: explosions from methane gas, lower
property values, noxious odors, toxin gas emissions, and vermin.
Moreover, illegal dumping of hazardous wastes and other improper
disposal practices at these landfills have forced hundreds of communities
across the nation to stop drinking the water from their wells.
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Municipal solid waste landfills account for twenty percent of the sites on
EPA's Superfund list of the nation's worst toxic hot spots. When water
percolates through a landfill, dangerous leachate can form and migrate
into nearby ground water supplies. In a 1984 survey, Minnesota found
that leachate from one-third of its landfills had contaminated the drinking
water of ten municipalities (Caplan 1990).
Current disposal methods use up fossil fuel energy sources and
emit pollution (Harms 1994). According to the New Grolier Multimedia
Encyclopedia (1993) the residential and commercial wastes of
municipalities cause ocean contamination, litter, leaching of water
pollutants, air pollution and wasted resources.
These options should be explored only after we maximize source
reduction and recycling. Today, however, our priorities most often are
reversed, with source reduction and recycling playing second fiddle to
burying and burning of trash (Caplan 1990).
What makes up this mountainous amount of garbage? According
to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) containers and packaging
comprise the largest single product category generating waste by weight
at roughly thirty-two percent and is second in terms of volume(1990 ).
Paper and paperboard comprises 37.5% of our solid waste, yard
trimmings 17.9%, plastics 8.3%, metals 8.3%, glass 6.7%, food 6.7%,
wood 6.3%, other miscellaneous items 8.3%. This list doesn't exactly
seem like a toxic chemical dump. Or does it? Here's a sampling of some
of what's in our daily trash: Batteries, that are used in flashlights, radios,
cordless appliances, and dozens of other things, contain cadium, lead,
lithium, manganese dioxide, mercury, nickel, silver, and zinc.
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All of these are toxic to humans and all of these components can leak
out if batteries are corroded when they are dumped in landfills. Glass
containers, tableware, and cookware contain lead, which, when it leaks
into the water supply, can severely impair children's mental and physical
development. Plastics contain polyvinyl propylene, phenol, ethylene,
polystyrene, and benzene, all of which are among the most hazardous
air pollutants around. Used disposable diapers can contain any of over
one hundred viruses, including live polio and hepatitis from vaccine
residues contained in feces. (Harms 1993).
Truly solid waste is a multi-faceted problem. Newspapers, alone
take up thirteen percent of the space in American landfills.

One Sunday

edition of the New York Times, alone,uses seventy five thousand trees
(KIDS CARE 1994). One of the huge consequences of our industrial age
and its manufacturing of consumer products has been deforestation.
Ecologically, forests are like sponges, slowing down runoff and
absorbing and holding water. They reduce the severity of flooding. As
the Earth's lungs, they eliminate much of the carbon dioxide buildup.
They are the principal home for biodiversity. American Forests
magazine reports that deforestation condemns at least one species of
bird, mammal, or plant to extinction daily. The more we destroy, the less
flexibility we have for future survival and genetic material to create new
food sources and medicines (Harms 1994). Replacement of forests,
where it occurs, has often been monocultures that are planted for the
sake of commercial enterprises, and these are intensely managed.
Product categories of wastes that are expected to increase by ten
percent by the year 2000 include: furniture and furnishings, books and
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magazines, office papers and commercial printing papers, beer and soft
drink cans, aluminum foil and closures, corrugated boxes, plastic
containers and other plastic packaging(1990 ).
Since both population size and volume of waste are growing each
year, the urgency to act is great. The Environmental protection Agency
(EPA) estimates that the U.S. municipal solid waste will increase twenty
percent by the year 2000 (1990). A recent study of recycling potential for
Montgomery Count, Maryland indicates that within twenty years, waste
generation will grow so much that even if thirty percent of that waste were
recycled, there would still be more waste to be dispose of than exists
today (Corson, 1990).

Solutions
To manage our growing volume of waste, we will need to rely on a
combination of waste reduction, recycling, composting, and careful use of
landfills and incineration. A serious effort to reduce the volume of waste
will require major changes by consumers and manufacturers
(Corson, 1990).

Waste Reduction:

The Prevention of Waste: Precycling

Four basic approaches to waste reduction have been
recommended by the EPA. First is the reduction of the quantity of
material used per unit of product. Second, is to increase the average
lifetime of durable and semi durable goods and therefore reducing
discards and replacement needs. The third method is to substitute
reusable products for single use disposable products. The fourth method
is to directly reduce consumption of material goods by persuading
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people to moderate their needs and desires.
The fourth option, source reduction which is also called recycling,
is the one with the greatest potential but the least probability because of
social emphasis on convenience and a willingness to pay for that
convenience. However, it is the belief of this author that it is a probable
and possible solution.

The Role of the

Consumer

You probably don't realize it, but every week you make dozens of
decisions that affect the environment of the planet Earth. At home , at
work, and at play, whether shopping for life's basic necessities or its most
indulgent luxuries, the choices you make are a never-ending series of
votes for or against the environment (Makower, Joel 1993). Solving the
waste problem in our country may come down to changing consumer
behavior and therefore educating the consumer about important
components of waste management (1991 ). The most effective way for
people to aid in solving the solid waste problem is to adopt personal
habits that lead to less waste.
One important waste-reducing habit is "recycling", which
encourages the following: buy only what you need, in the amount you
need, when possible buy products in large packages or in bulk, buy
items in refillable containers when available, choose products from or
stored in recyclable materials, bring a reusable bag when shopping
(KIDS C.A.R.E. 1994).
Precycling tips from the ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY(1992) are:
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1. Reduce the amount of unnecessary packaging.
(a) When choosing between two similar products,
select the one with the least unnecessary
packaging.
(b) Many items such as nails, screwdrivers, fruits
and vegetables can be purchased unpackaged.
(c) Consider large economy size items for food and
household products used frequently.
(d) Purchase concentrated products such as laundry
soap or juices whenever possible.
(e) Whenever possible select grocery, hardware,
and household items that are available in bulk.
(f) Avoid one serving items whenever possible.
(g) Demand simple packaging.
(h) Let companies know when they are
overpackaging their products.
2. Consider reusable products as an alternative to
throwaway items.
(a) Bring your own mugs to meetings, work, and
conferences.
(b) Sturdy and washable utensils can be used at
picnic and potluck style functions.
(c) Cloth napkins, towels, sponges can be used
many times as opposed to one use paper items.
(d) Look for items that are available in refillable
containers.
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(d) When using single-use items take only what is
absolutely necessary.
3. Maintain and repair durable products.
(a) Consider long lasting, easily repaired items.
(b) Keep appliances in good working order.
(c) High quality, long lasting tires reduce the
rate that tires need to be replaced, therefore
saving energy.

4. Reuse bags, containers, and other items.
(a) Many items that can be reused are:
paper and plastic bags, twist ties, envelopes,
gift boxes, ribbons, wrapping paper, boxes,
egg cartons, draperies, bedding, clothing,
towels, newspapers, boxes, packing peanuts,
bubble wrap
and cotton diapers.
(b) Refuse bags for purchases when possible.
(c) Wash and reuse empty glass and plastic jars,
milk jugs, coffee cans, dairy tubs, and similar
containers.
(d) Turn used lumber into birdhouses, mailboxes,
compost bins and other wood working projects.
5. Borrow, rent, or share items used infrequently.
(a) Rent or borrow tools such as ladders,
chain saws, camera equipment, floor buffers,
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rug cleaners, and garden tillers.
(b) Share newspapers, magazines, and catalogs.
6. Choose recyclable products and containers and recycle
them.
(a) Consider products made of recycled materials.
(b) Participate in community recycling drives,
curbside programs, and drop off collections.
(c) Take motor oil to collection centers.

7. Compost yard trimmings and some food scraps.
(a) Learn how to compost food scraps and yard
trimmings.
(b) Participate community collection programs if you
have no room to compost.
(c) If you have a yard, leave mown clippings on the
lawn.
a.Educate others on source reduction and recycling
practices.
(a) Make your preferences known to manufactures,
merchants, and community leaders.
(b) Encourage source reduction in your community
(c) Encourage use of recycled and recyclable items.
(d) Encourage the use of efficient, long lasting
equipment.
(c) Encourage schools to provide environmental
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education to teach about source reduction.
(d) Support environmentally sound environmental
programs in your community that promote source
reduction.

Summary

The United States generates more and more municipal solid
waste every year, but there are fewer and fewer landfills to absorb it
(Corson, 1990). This waste steam is growing. And now we are beginning
to drown in that stream.
The population of the United States is growing and with it the
problems associated with solid waste are growing.

"Waste stream reduction is the answer. We start with
the manufacturer, to curb production of what will become
unnecessary waste.

We must educate the purchaser not to

buy what may become unnecessary waste.

We educate the

user not to be wasteful and not to create unnecessary waste".
This statement was made by Cedric Maddox who is the Director of
Sanitary Services in Atlanta, Georgia (Corson, 1990).

Program Goals
The goal of this instructional program is to help students and their
parents to broaden their awareness of the solid waste problems that exist
in our country today, to understand the connection between their daily
lifestyles and our current environmental problems, to understand that
daily consumer choices contribute to the solid waste problems we have
today, to understand the consequences of current behavior and
alternatives, and to understand that there are many small changes that
an individual can adopt to make a difference in the future of our
environment.

Program Objectives

The following objectives were established for the instructional
program:

Awareness:

All students and their parents participating in this program
will demonstrate an awareness of the current garbage
crisis.
All students and their parents will demonstrate the need
to think before purchasing consumer products.
All students and their parents will identify recyclable and
recycled items.

Knowledge: All students and their parents will be able to identify,
according to their ability level, some of the behaviors that
contribute our solid waste crisis.
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Attitudes:

All students and their parents participating in the
instructional program will demonstrate a concern for our
solid waste crisis.
Second, third, and fourth grade students will demonstrate
their ability to think before buying or discarding consumer
items.
All students and their parents will demonstrate an effort to
extend product life of their possessions.

Skills:

Second, third, and fourth grade students will evaluate the
worth of individual consumer products and make consumer
choices based on their evaluations.
Third and fourth grade students will demonstrate their
concern for the environment by attempting to persuade
people to stop accepting products that have little or no value
and are environmentally unfriendly in their manufacturing
and disposal.

Action:

Third and fourth grade students and their parents will
demonstrate the ability to find new uses for discarded items as
opposed to throwing them awa
Fourth Grade students and their parents will help fight the solid
waste problems by writing letters to organizations and
individuals concerning their contribution to waste problems.
All students and their parents will ref use items which are not
produced or packaged in environmentally friendly ways.

The Definition of Terms

Compost is the decomposed organic material resulting from the
composting process.

Consumer refers to a person that uses a product or commodity.

Consumer

demand is the persuasive power the buyer of

goods exercises on manufacturers by choosing certain
products over other ones.

Consumer product refers to an item that is purchased and
used.

Environmental cost means the use of nonrenewable resources
and the creation of air and water pollution in order to
produce a product.

Environmentally friendly refers to a product or process that
leave as little as possible negative effect on the
environment.

Extended recycling learning experiences refer to lessons
that are taken home and completed with the help of parents.

Garbage is any material considered worthless, offensive,
unnecessary, and is usually thrown away.
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Green refers to a product that is not toxic, requires
the minimum amount of energy to produce it and uses few
natural resources to manufacture it. Also, its disposal does
not produce excessive amounts of waste. A green
consumer chooses these products.

Junk mail refers to items mailed to the consumer that are not
requested by the consumer and usually not used by the
consumer.

Landfill refers to a specially engineered sight for disposing of
solid waste on land. It is constructed so that it will reduce
hazard to public health.

Leachate is a liquid that has percolated through solid waste and
has been generated by solid waste decomposition.

Municipal solid waste stream refers to waste generated in
households, commercial establishments, institutions, and
light industries.

Natural resources are materials supplied by nature that are
useful or necessary for life.

One use items refers to those items that are used once and then
discarded.
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Over packaged items refer to those consumer products that
have an unnecessary amount of packaging to protect the
product from damage in transition from producer to
consumer.

Packaging refers to a container or wrapping made out of any
number of materials used for storing, transporting, or
displaying an item.

Precycling refers to choosing to accept and use, for the purpose
of consumption, items that have the least possible negative
impact on the environment.

Recyclable refers to materials that can be collected and reused
or remanufactured in order to make another product.

Recycle refers to the process of collecting materials from the
waste stream and remaking them into another product.

Single serving product is an item that is packaged so that it
contains only one serving of the product. This term usually
refers to food products.
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Source reduction refers to the minimizing of the amount of
products used, extending the useful life of a product, and
reducing the amount of waste generated by the choice of a
product.

Throw away refers to the attitude that consumer items have a
very short lifetime of use after which they are degraded with
little effort.

Waste is material that has been degraded to the point that it is no
longer perceived as being useful.

Assumptions

The first assumption is that there is a present need for
recycling and that the need will continue into the future.

The second assumption is that the participating students will
share the information in their extended lessons with their parents as they
are instructed to do so.

The third assumption

is that the participating parents will have

the ability to understand and to use the information about recycling to
become a more demonstrably conscientious consumer.

The Delimitations
The following limits were established for the implementing of the
instructional program:
This program will not attempt to educate participants in the
selection of solvent based products or toxic chemicals.

This study will not include the consumer's use of energy.

This study does not include the disposal of hazardous waste.

This study will be limited to items involved in normal daily use of
consumer products.

The Hypotheses
The majority of participating students, 51 % or more, will score in
the negative section of the attitudes survey.
The majority of parents of participating students, 51 % or more, will
score low on an initial recycling survey.
An instructional program can be constructed that will change the
knowledge level and attitudes of students towards recycling and will
change the consumer habits of their parents.
The majority, 51 % or more, of students participating in the
instructional program will score in the positive section of the post survey.
The majority of the parents, 51 % or more, of participating students
will score higher in the post test than they did in the pretest.
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Chapter Two
Methodology
The first phase in planning the instructional program was to create
a descriptive survey, more specifically a simple stratified random
sampling procedure that was used to gather and interpret data
concerning the knowledge and attitudes of participating students towards
our present solid waste problems and the practice of recycling. This
survey was created using Don Latter's Earth Score (1993) as a model.
Then a more detailed survey was constructed to be distributed to the
parents of the participating students. The purpose of the parent's survey
was to measure consumer practices. These surveys were administered
in early September. Students in the first and second grades were
assisted in answering the survey by fourth grade mentors who were
assigned to them for the duration of the instructional program. After the
implementation of the instructional program, the surveys were again
administered in May. The data gathered from the student participants
included a measurement of knowledge and attitudes towards solid waste
problems prior to the instructional program and then again after the
consumer education lessons had taken place. The data gathered from
the parents of the student participants included items that measured, the
consumer habits of the parents prior to the involvement in their children's
extended instruction (lessons involving parental participation) and then
again after the instructional program had been completed.
Each item on the survey was given a number value. After the
surveys were collected, the values of each item were totaled and divided
by the number of surveys to find an average of the answers for each item.
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Arbitrary performance ratings were established according to the number
value placed on the items in the survey.
These performance ratings for the students were as follows:
needs more information = O to .5
good= 1 to 1.5

not so good = .5 to 1

great= 1.5 to 2

These performance ratings for the parents were as follows:

should be better = 1 to 2

good = 2 to 3

very good = 3 to 4

excellent = 4 to 5

A core group of fourth grade students who assisted us in
implementing the instructional assisted me in the compilation of these
numbers. This task fit in very well to our fourth grade curriculum, since
this is the year we introduce the students to the skill of computing
averages. This skill was well reinforced for this group of students.
The next phase of the program construction was to devise a
general, master lesson plan that spanned the ages and ability levels of
the potential participating students and met the goals and objectives of
the program. From there a more specific plan was constructed for each
grade level. Sometimes the specific plans overlapped grade levels or
were modified during implementation. For example, the Toy Contest was
so successful at the second grade level that it was interjected into the first
and third grade level programs.
The next phase was to search for appropriate age and ability level
materials that would support the goals and objectives of the program.
Some of the materials needed to be created from scratch as there were
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no available lessons to meet some of the objectives.
By early September of the 1995-1996 school year the instructional
program was complete and ready to be implemented.
Once the program was constructed it was time to solicit support
and interest from the targeted groups that I wished to service. More
specifically the first, second, third and fourth grade level classroom
teachers and their students.
I attended grade level team meetings with the intent of garnering
support and a commitment of classroom time. I explained my plan, the
responsibilities of the cooperating classroom teachers, the time line for
initiating and completing the program and its purpose to all concerned.
There was unanimous support offered by the staff. However, because of
scheduling problems I was limited to those classrooms that had
schedules which fit with my own classroom schedule. After the juggling
of some time commitments, I was able to establish a group of
participants so that I had participating students and teachers from each
grade level.
I informed my school principal and was granted his approval for
implementing the program.
Once the plan for the instructional program was completed and the
student population was established it was time to put the program to
work.
I began by distributing and collecting the surveys. Then on the
fourth grade level, we began establishing background information about
the solid waste problems.
Once we had the fourth graders started, and felt' they had a good
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background, we were able to bring in the first grade, then the second and
third grades.
We met with the first grade nine times throughout the school year
from September to May. We met with the second grade ten times and the
third grade twelve times. The original plan was to have twelve lessons at
the fourth grade level but as the program evolved it became much larger
at the fourth grade level. The instructional program tended to be on going
and the concepts were incorporated into much of the regular curriculum
both because of easy access to the students and because of student
interest in the instructional program
once it had begun. Through out the implementation of the program a
core group of fourth grade students met at noon time to help with setting
up of the lessons and offering their creativity and interest to the original
plans. Many of the lessons included the dramatization of environmental
concepts. This core group was intricately involved in the presentation of
the lessons.
Interpretation of data extracted from the participating student's
knowledge and attitude surveys was recorded and systemized. Raw
scores were converted to averages.

The same was done with the parent

surveys. Conclusions about the change in student's knowledge and
attitudes were drawn from this data . The conclusions were graphed to
expedite understanding of the information.

Interpretation of the data

extracted from the participating parent's consumer purchasing habits
surveys was recorded and systemized. Raw scores were converted to
averages. Conclusions about the change in parent's consumer habits
were graphed in order to expedite understanding of the information.
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Chapter Three
Results of the Student's and Parent's Surveys
Ninety-six surveys were distributed in September and then again
in May. Eighty-nine surveys were returned in September and seventyeight surveys were returned in May. The results of this survey can be
considered reliable because of the large percentage, eighty-four
percent, of the surveys were completed and returned.
The initial tabulation of data revealed that the fourth and third
grade students gained the most in knowledge and change of attitude.
The first and second grade students learned less and the parents
changed the least. This was a direct correlation with the amount of time
spent with the subject matter of the instructional program.
The student surveys showed that the students almost doubled
their rating in the knowledge of solid waste problems. They went from
the should be better level to the very good level. The attitude items
showed the greatest change. Students ratings went from should be
better to very good, almost to the excellent level.
On the parent's survey there was no change in items that asked
parents if they register comments to manufacturers or other organizations
that they feel are unnecessarily contributing to the solid waste problems.
These items rated should be better.

There was no change in the rating

I
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of items asking parents if they choose items that have been recycled and

I

the rating was good in both issues of the survey. There was some

I
I

I

I

change for the better on items that asked parents if they choose
commodities that will reduce waste. These rated good in both issues of

1
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the survey.
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There was also some change for the better on the reuse of products.
This changed from "good" to" very good". Finally there was a little
change in items that asked if parents choose good quality items that will
last longer. This was very good to begin with and remained very good.
Altogether there was not a big change between the parent's presurvey
and the post survey.
The single item in the survey that showed the greatest
improvement was the item that asks parents if they make an effort to
avoid purchase of over packaged items. We spent a good deal of time
on this concept. Again, we see a correlation between time spent on a
concept and parent response.

Chapter four
Conclusions and Recommendations
The construction of the student surveys, the first subproblem, was
intended to be elementary enough to meet the listening vocabulary of the
first and second grade students an yet measure the objectives of the
instructional learning experiences. Each of the major objectives in the
lessons were covered in the survey.
At the other end of the ability spectrum, the fourth graders would
find this survey too easy. How do you construct a measuring device that
truly gives an accurate picture of how much learning took place with a
group of children whose reading ability ranges from a lower first grade
reading and listening level to a post high school reading level which is
the case for this particular group.

The unrealistic expectation of

attempting to construct just such tool taints its credibility.
There is some question in the mind of the administrators of the
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surveys about the results of the first grade surveys. At the beginning of
the work periods, many of them were nonreaders and relied on their
fourth grade mentors to assist them with the surveys. The fourth graders
were instructed not to coach the first graders but they may have done so
without realizing what they were doing. There were also some second
graders, reluctant learners, who may have gleaned some coaching from
their mentors.
The survey completed by the parents of participating students, the
second subproblem, measured their consumer habits within the limits of
the project. This was considered a reasonable tool to meet the
measuring needs of the intended audience. It was surprising to discover
that many of parents already seemed to be practicing some good
consumer habits. At least more than the hypotheses stated. Kathleen
Dunn on her Wisconsin Public Radio program discussed surveys with a
guest on her April 15 th program. They stated that many people respond
to items on a survey the way they think they are expected to respond in
order to do it right. They do not necessarily think about items in the
manner that they state they do. If a person were filling out a questionaire
to send with their child to school, how much would this idea of answering
as perceived "correct" would come into play?

However, on two items

there seemed to be matter of fact, straight forward unanimous "never".
These were the items that asked parents if they notified companies when
they thought the consumer product was overpackaged and the other item
asked if the parents took their own "cloth" shopping bag to the
supermarket instead of using the store's plastic or paper bags. I have
never seen anyone in our area use a "cloth" bag. Why? With this strong
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social trend, could participating in their children's learning experience
change this habit? Maybe it could but not from this program. Takling this
task would take an intense program focused on this behavior change.
Most of the learning experiences proved to be right on target with
the intended audience. Skills and necessary prior knowledge ranged
from simple cutting and coloring to evaluating the environmental impact
of a consumer product. By having first, second, and third grade students
working with a fourth grade mentor the groups were able to find a
comfortable performance "shelf". Tasks were enjoyable yet challenging
to all participants.

Almost all of lessons stimulated thought, required

critical reasoning. Yet some provided the students with pretty clear cut
answers to right or wrong consumer choices. One of the learning
experiences led the student to conclude that even the people who are
experts on the subject of solid waste disposal have discovered that there
is no definite conclusion as to whether paper or plastic have the most
negative effect on the environment. Many of our learning experiences
employed dramatics an tool for learning. This proved very successful for
all participants, students and teachers alike. First graders and some
second graders were so taken by the characters in puppet plays that they
talked to the puppets and answered questions about consumer effects on
solid waste problems as though they believed the characters to be real
and authorities on the problems. Truly this proved to be a powerful tool.
First , second , and third graders were always anxious to participate in
our lessons. I bekieve the use of drama was an enticement.
In a subjective evaluation, the students gained much information
from the program. All teachers stated that they felt the students learned a
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alot, from their point of view, and when the instructional program was
discussed with the students, they felt they learned a good deal of
information. One fourth grader was over heard to remark to himself when
opening a new package of lead pencils his mother had put in his
backpack, "Gee, these things are really overpackaged". He was
transferring what he had learned to a new situation.
All students approached the learning experiences with
enthusiasm which indicates a successful planning of lessons at
appropriate instructional levels. Both reading and listening vocabularies
were comfortable for the students when supported by mentors.
Some of the spin off from the instructional program were the pride
the fourth graders took in helping their assigned younger students. They
were responsible for setting up materials and desk arrangements. They
were responsible for seeing that their partner understood instructions
and followed them. The core group became extremely adept at
improvising in their dramatic endeavors and taking part in the
instructional process when needed.
Perhaps the best spin off is that we all enjoyed the learning
experience more than we had anticipated we would.
The post instructional student surveys, subproblem four, reflect
good growth in knowledge and attitudes on the part of participating
students and conclusions here reflect back to the conclusions of
subproblem one. The post instructional parent surveys, subproblem five,
showed little growth. It is the conclusion of the administrator of the survey
that much more parent involvement in the learning experience is needed
for the parents to take ownership in the program.

Recommendations
1. Efforts should be made to bring parents into the classroom while some
of the students learning experiences are taking place. This would give
the parents more ownership in the project. Also, students and parents
would be more likely to reinforce each other which was the original
intention for the extended lessons. This practice could be in addition t
the extended lessons but not replace them.
2. Walking field trips to local business establishments could have been
employed as a first hand learning experiences that could include
parents.
3. Debbie Sanfilippo, a fourth grade parent and member of a local food
cooperative, was going to come into our classroom and speak to the
students different ways to purchase foods in bulk and how to make good
nutritional choices that are environmentally friendly. This would have an
excellent source for bulk food purchases for parents as Mrs. Sanfilippo
has been involved in a bulk food buying club for many years. This is an
item on the surveys that expressed negative habits.

The problem was

that Mrs. Sanfilippo and I were not able to find a time match in our
schedules.

Time needs to be scheduled at the very earliest possible

opportunity for guest speakers.
4. The director of the local landfill could make an excellent guest speaker
and provide expertise in the area of waste disposal. However, this
presentation would work best if the speaker were provided beforehand
with a list of age appropriate questions that could be used as a
framework for the presentation.
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5. An Instructional Fair with a "Green Consumer" theme would be a great
way to involve parents with students and teachers. At this fair I would
have a section set aside for packaging demonstrations, a section
displaying pictorial facts about junk mail and the address for stopping
junk mail printed on little cards for fair goers, a book and magazine
trading booth, a toy trading booth, a booth selling cloth grocery bags, a
puppet theater with never ending " recycling" Instructional plays, a video
theater where prerecorded" recycling" plays are played to the audience,
and a member of the local food coop teaching fair goers how to buy bulk
foods.

Additions would be made to this list as planning took place.

6. It is highly recommended to anyone who would employ this program,
that they establish a core group of students and teachers to help with the
learning experiences
7. One of the most important things that should be done that was not
done in this project is to promote the activities through public relations.
Radio, newspaper and television would be a great asset.

IMPLICATIONS
The goal of the program was to plant seeds of green consumerism
in the thinking processes of present and future consumers. This was
done.
It was not the intention of the author of this program to make great
and radical changes in ninety-three students and their parents within a
nine month period of time. This would not be practical or possible in the
limited instruction time allowed. Such a task would take many more
hours of much more intensive instruction. The suNeys did not record any
great changes in awareness, knowledge, or attitudes but candid
obseNations on the part of professional educators did see definite
changes in these areas.
Items that received the lowest rating on the parent's survey asked
if parents wrote to companies to comment on the good or bad packaging
practices of that company or wrote to the postal address given in one of
our lessons to ask for a discontinuation of junk mail. I don't know why
they do not take the time to express their feelings but I suspect the act of
writing the letters seems like a alien task they do not feel comfortable
doing.

Fourth graders enthusiastically took on this task in one of their

lessons. I believe this lesson planted seeds of consumer protest that is
vitally needed in solving today's waste problems.
Third graders worked industriously on posters to persuade
consumers to stop the delivery of junk mail.

There efforts were rewarded

both by recognition and a celebration of their completed efforts. The
seeds of persuasion were planted. They will try again.
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Second graders closely examined an assembly of toys. Their task was
to evaluate each toy's worth in the realm of environmental costs, that is
the air and water pollution as well as use of natural resources resulting
from the manufacturing of the toy. They also looked at its life expectancy,
how long would this toy be interesting, how long would it last without
breaking? This task was taken very seriously and the study was as
intense as time and ability allowed. Seeds of critical thinking about
possible purchases were definitely planted.
First graders eagerly responded to the little butterfly that asked
them if they could please do their part by being an "earth watcher" and
watching out for unnecessary waste. The seeds of awareness that there
is a solid waste problem were planted by that lovely little purple insect.
The participants in the program had a wide variety of learning
experiences. Some like the shy first grader who had all she could do just
to come in a strange room where another adult , not just her safe and
comfortable teacher, was talking about a problem she had never
imagined being a problem
Like garbage. And she was expected to sit next to one of the big kids
who kept talking to her like she was supposed to talk to her.
one gained new awareness on several levels.

This little

On the other end of the

learning spectrum there is the core group of students who could teach all
the lessons by themselves,if they were given the opportunity, by the end
of the year. They know all the ins and outs of the instructional program,
some of which bears the marks of their own creative talents. When the
teacher told them," We have a chance to get the third grade this
afternoon to make up the lesson they missed on the snow day", they
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responded,"We'II set it up at lunch time". And they did just that with
acquired polish and pride. These students received seeds of confidence
in solving problems and knowledge that they could control the setting for
learning. They will be instrumental in solving bigger problems some day.
Seeds of awareness, knowledge, attitudes, and skills were
definitely accepted with an enthusiastic reception. In this positive media
they should sprout and bear fruit.
Now the program has been constructed. It has been field tested. It
has been received positively by the participants. It is ready for future use.
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Appendix I
Student Suruey Results

The ten items on the student survey were divided into two categories
which are represented on this chart.
Data is presented in averages of respondents on a rating of O to 3 with
the following values assigned th the numerical rating:
O to .5

needs improvement

.5 to 1

not so good

1 to 1.5

good

1.5 to 2

very good

2

excellent

PRETEST

POST-TEST

Knowledge of
solid waste
problems.

.9

1.7

Attitudes towards
solid waste
problems.

.6
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Parent Suruey Results
The sixteen items on the parent survey were divided into five categories
which are presented on this chart.
Data is presented in averages of respondents based on a rating of 1 to
5 with the following values assigned to the numerical rating:
1 to 2

should be better

2 to 3

good

3 to 4

very good

4 to 5

excellent
PRETEST

POST-TEST

Choose items to purchase
that will reduce waste.

2.7

2.4

Reuse items or make items
available for others.

2.6

3.4

Take action to inform
companies of reaction to
performance.

1

1.2

3.7

4.2

3

3

Choose quality items
that will last.

Choose items that
have been recycled.
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PARENT SURVEY

We buy my food from bulk bins whenever possible.
1. never/rarely
2. sometimes
3. in moderate amounts

4. a good amount of the time
5. most of the time

ette

World.
We buy individually packaged food items
1. never
2. sometimes
3. fairly frequently

4. usually
5. most of the time

We buy products in large packages
1. never
2. sometimes
3. fairly frequently

4. usually
5. most of the time

We make an effort to avoid buying overpackaged products.
1. never
2. sometimes
3. fairly frequently

4. usually
5. most of the time

We let companies know that we will not buy their products if they are
over packaged.
1. never
4. usually
2. sometimes
5. most of the time
3. fairly frequently
We are conscious of buying good quality products that will last a long
time.
1. never
4. usually
2. sometimes
5. most of the time
3. fairly frequently

I
When alternatives are available, we make a strong effort to avoid eating
or drinking food or beverages in single, throw away containers.
1. never
4. usually
2. sometimes
S. most of the time
3. fairly frequently
We carry utensils (mug, spoon, fork) to use for meals and snacks when
we are away from home as opposed to using one use throw away utensils.
1. never
4. usually
2. sometimes
S. most of the time
3. fairly frequently
Our family uses products that have packaging made from recycled
materials.

1. never
2. sometimes
3. fairly frequently

4. usually
S. most of the time

We take our own cloth shopping bags to avoid using paper or plastic
grocery bags.
1. never
2. sometimes
3. fairly frequently

4. usually
S. most of the time

We make an effort to obtain reading materials (newspapers, magazines,
books, etc.) as a multiple user, that is , from a library or friends.
1. never
2. sometimes
3. fairly frequently

4. usually
S. most of the time

We make an effort to reduce our junk mail.
1. never
4. usually
2. sometimes
S. most of the time
3. fairly frequently

T

STUDENT SURVEY
Circle the best answer each of the questions. There are no right or wrong answers.
1. We have a garbage problem in our country today.

I don't know

no

yes

2. Americans make 4 to 5 pounds of garbage for every person, every day.

I don't know

no

yes

3. When we buy things , we need to choose the items with the least amount of
packaging.

I don't know

no

yes

4. When you are finished with your things, you can throw them away.

I don't know

no

5. Buying toys that will last a long time is important.
I don't know
no

yes

yes

6. Buying things in bigger packages is better than buying things in little packages.
I don't know
no
yes

7. Taking care of our belongings helps the earth.
I don't know
no

yes

8. Garbage costs us a lot of money.
I don't know

no

yes

9. Garbage can be a problem for you.

I don't know

no

yes

10. Paper is better for the earth than plastic.
I don't know

no

yes
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GREEN CONSUMERISM

Lesson Plans for Consumer Education
Planting Seeds of Green Consumerism
I Purpose
The purpose of this set of lesson plans is to provide learning
experiences to students in grades one through four that will enable them to
become wise consumers. Wise consumers avoid overpackaged goods, purchase
bulk products, avoid one use items, support companies that use recycled
materials, and inform companies when they are pleased or displeased with
their product . This program is structured so that parents, also will develop
an awareness of solid waste problems and knowledge of how each individual
can help solve the problem through consumer practices.
II Introduction
A. Distribute and collect student surveys from all students
participating in this project.
B. Distribute and collect parent surveys to first, second, third and
fourth grades
I'

Ill Fourth Grade
A. Background :
Bill Nye The Science Guy video on the garbage crisis.
B. Vocabulary:
solid waste, biodegradable, nondegradable,
overpackaged, precycle, recycle, nonrenewable
resource, renewable resource, bulk, consumer,
incinerate, source reduction
These are to be placed on a bulletin board for reference
and used in incidental learning experiences to reinforce
meanings.
C. Activities:
1. "There Is No Away" #1
Home activity "There Is No Away" #2
2. There is No Away puppet play
Home activity practice with parents
A page 1

3. Home activity "Throw Away Society"

4. Garbage Shuffle
Home Activity: perform for parents and return critique sheet.
S. What Is Biodegradable activity
Home activity : set up and monitor
6. NIMBY game
Home activity: Graph the Trash chart and graph interpretation
7. Home Activity Limiting Consumption

8. Package Design Activity
Home Activity: Package Scavenger Hunt
9. Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout
Home Activity: follow-up work sheets
10. The Cost of the Toss
Home activity :Environmental costs of Packaging
11 . Environmental cost
Home activity: "Car Talk" activity

12.

Cookie Contest
Home activity: investigate and supply cookies

13. Plastic Versus Paper debate
Home activity: coaching and prompting debater
14." Packaging" contest
After the packaging contest students will in groups of two,
write letters to companies that use environmentally
friendly packaging on their products or write letters to
companies that do not use environmentally friendly packaging
on their products.
Home activity: proof read and okay letters.
A page 2

1 5. Why Should I Care puppet play
Home activity: coaching and help with practicing
1 6. Enter a commercial in the Bog Frog contest.
Home activity: edit entries.
17. Make a "Teach Our Parent's Well" parent handbook to help our
families learn more about recycling.
Home activity: worksheet

D. Conclusion
1. Play in student coop groups the Trash Trivia evaluation game.
2. Administer the post-program student survey.
3. Send home parent consumer book with evaluation sheet.
4. Send home post activity parent survey and have classroom
teacher collect.

IV Third Grade
A. Background :
Bill Nye The Science Guy

video on the garbage crisis.

8. Vocabulary:
solid waste, biodegradable, nondegradable,
overpackaged, precycle, recycle, nonrenewable
resource, renewable resource, bulk, consumer,
incinerate, source reduction

C. Activities:
1. "There Is No Away" # 1
There is No Away puppet play

2. Away On The Bay
Home activity "There Is No Away" #2

A page 3

3. Environmental cost
Home activity: 11 Car Talk" activity
4. Junk Mail Contest
Home activity: "Junk Mail" worksheet
5. Home activity: 11 Extending Product Life 11
6. Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout
Home Activity: follow-up work sheets
7. Environmental cost
Home activity: 11 Car Talk" activity
8. Big Bag - Small Bag
Home activity: Package Scavenger Hunt
9. NIMBY game
Home activity: Graph the Trash chart and graph
10. Why Should I Care puppet play
Home activity: follow up activity
11. 11 Teach Your Parents Well"
Home activity: worksheet

D. Conclusion:
1. Play in student coop groups the Trash Trivia evaluation game.
2. Administer the post-program student survey.
3. Send home post activity parent survey and have classroom
teacher collect.

A page 4

V Second Grade
A. Background :
Bill Nye The Science Guy

video on the garbage crisis.

B. Vocabulary:
solid waste, overpackaged, precycle, recycle, nonrenewable
resource, renewable resource, bulk, consumer,
source reduction

C. Activities:
1. There is No Away puppet play
"There is No Away" #1
Home activity "There is No Away" #2
2. That's Appeal Contest
Home activity: parents assist construction of package.
3. Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout
Home Activity: "Getting Rid of Garbage Properly".
4. "The Play"
Home activity: Package Scavenger Hunt
5. "Big Bag - Small Bag" activity
Home activity: "Mix it Up".
6. "What is This Toy Truck Made Of?" activity
Home activity: "Raters of the Planet Eco"
8. "Wise Toy Rating"
Home activity: student's parents help them select toy to
enter into the contest.
9. "Teach Your Parents Well"
Send home parent consumer book with evaluation sheet

A page 5

D. Conclusion:
1. Play in student coop groups the Trash Trivia evaluation game.
2. Administer the post-program student survey.
3. Send home post activity parent survey and have classroom
teacher collect.

VI First Grade
A. Background :
Bill Nye The Science Guy video on the garbage crisis.
8. Vocabulary:
solid waste, overpackaged, precycle, recycle,
resource, , bulk, consumer

C. Activities:
1. There is No Away puppet play
"There is No Away #1"
Home activity: "Our Trash".
2. I Spy Glasses
Home activity: "The Most Earth Friendly Thing".
3. Earth Friend Pin
Home activity: "How the Trash Pile Grows".
4. "Wise Toy Rating"
Home activity: student's parents help them select toy to
enter into the contest.
5. "Why Should I Care?"
. What Can The Waste Be?
6. The Wump world
Home activity: semantic web

A page 6

VII

7. Big Bag - Small Bag" activity
Home activity: "Mix it Up".
8. Earth Friendly Food home activity
9. "Teach Your Parents Well"
Home activity: read EPA booklet with child and return
parent follow-up sheet.
D. Conclusion:
1 . Play in student coop groups the Trash Trivia evaluation game
with fourth grade mentor.
2. Administer the post-program student survey.
3. Send home post activity parent survey and have classroom
teacher collect.
Project Conclusion

A. Distribute and collect parent surveys to all students
participating in this project.
B. Distribute and collect student surveys
1. third and fourth grades
2. first and second grades
VII Extended
1.
2.
3.

Activities
Gardening project under Grace Koepke's gar'dening club
Speaker from local Co-op explaining how to buy bulk foods
Speaker from local landfill giving his first hand point of view or
how to best approach to source reduction.
4. Magazine and book swap on adult and student level
5. Toy swap
6. A B C book of Solid Waste Reduction.
7. Making Paper From Paper
8. Necessary Wrappers?
9. School Waste Activity
10. Solid Waste Recycling Activity
11 . Mix and Match Waste Game
12. Does Degradable Plastic Really Degrade?
13. What Is This bike Made Of? Activity
14. All Wrapped Up
15. The Throw Away Three: A Skit

A page 7

Bi11 Nye the

5'cience l~v

GRADE LEVEL:

1-4
LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, knowledge, att ftude
CONCEPT:

Background for the Precyc1ing Instructional Program is
initially established with the Bi11 Nye
"Biodiversity/Garbage" video.
OBJECTIVE:

Students wi 11 deve 1op cn-v·areness and knovf 1edge about
garbage prob 1ems in the U.S.A. today and the anticipated
problems in the future.

This video can be ordered from the Disney company
at the following address:y
Disney Educational Productions
105 Terry Ori ve
Suitesl 20
Newtown, PA

18940

Tapes can be ordered separately or in curriculum sets.

There Is No Away# 1
GRADE LEVEL:

1-4
SUBJECT AREAS:
1anguage arts
LEARNING LEVEL:
avvareness, knowledge, attitudes
CONCEPT:
Matter does not disappear, it merely changes its form. You can not
throw something away because there is no away.
OB,.JECTIVE:
Students will develop an awareness of the fact that matter does
not really disappear but is always there and must be dealt with in
some constructive way.
PROCEDURE:
Pour juice or other liquid into a paper cup and ask the student to
drink it. Then ask him/her to dispose of the cup by throwing it
avv"ay. Each time the student puts it in a different place tell
him/her that that is not m,vay. After several tries discuss how
there really is no "away" but everything must go some where.

Name:

THE F.: E
LWJRN••ITARENI•:NIXXWDM
HBZI1:NAT11XI1:HAZEW~AEZ
KANr•ITADIX•rELBANRUTER
P~••ENVIRUNMENTP••LLUTE
ZTFBEG11PGIDI:;TILLJKF1:
SEWA•~EDE~uMPnGITI••NNY
•~RLUZLRAHPBLARUTAN~Tc
BIPBMVLELBADARGEDnIBL
KAWBAWMN••ITATNEMIDE~A
FBWTAW~~RINDU~TRVA•~UB
VDISFMETIHB::v1,nPVN1111L
c111LVD~NN~~LPRX11IZYDE
NEINILJ••BETSAWDIL••GFRL
,nFMDRPRBR~cXYCLLZIAc
PKEN~AMWLWEIUYILJKBRZY
VNIAL~••LEWWM•:DTTKMUAc
TVNLEA•:HATEEI•:YIRPPHE
uI~NITE11~FRHPFP11WKVKR
~KEJ1:1:DJHIA1:~LANDFILL

Can you find these words?

CHLORINE BLEACH
DECOMPOSITION
INCINERATION
RETURNABLE
SOLID WASTE
CHEMICALS
OXIDATION
LEACHATE
INDUSTRY
NATURAL
DISPOSE
SEtiJAGE
SEl•JER
TOXIC

BIODEGRADABLE
CHEM I CAL l•JASTE
ENVIRONMENT
RECYCLABLE
HAZARDOUS
RENEl JABLE
DECOMPOSE
BACTERIA
SEDIMENT
POLLUTE
DISTILL
IGNITE
GERMS
1

SEDIMENTATION
CONSERVATION
INDUSTRIAL
DECOMPOSES
POLLUTION
RECYCLING
INORGANIC
TOXICITY
LANDFILL
RECYCLE
ORGANIC
PURIFY
l;JASTE •

Answer Key for:

There Is No A~·iay

N 0 I T A R E N I
B
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C
E N V I R 0 N M E N
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s E l,J A G E [I E C 0 M p 0
R L
R A H
L A
I
B
V L E L B A D A
A
A l-iJ
N 0 I T A T
T A l1J s s R I N [I u
I s
E T I
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,_, N N G
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THERE IS NO AWA\'

#

3

GRADE LEVELS
l - 4

SUBJECT AREAS

reading, language, art, science
LEARNING LEVEL

awareness, lrnowledge, attitude, sldlls
CONCEPT

Many people believe that solid waste is easily dealt with by simply
throvving it away. In reality, there is no "away" because the waste has
to go to some place. That place is usually an incinerator or
a landfill.
OBJECTIVE

Students will perform the play written by their teacher, making
rnodifications in order to meet the learning needs of the audience a and
the perf orrnance needs of the actors.

MATERIALS

puppets, puppet theater, script

PROCEDURE

Students will read, revise, and practice the play. They will
perf orrn vvhen they are ready.
FOLLO'w' UP CHALLENGE

THERE IS NO AWAY

(
GRADE LEVELS
4-6
SUBJECT AREAS
reading, language, art, science
LEARNING LEVEL
awareness, knowledge, attitude, skills
CONCEPT
Many people believe that solid waste is easily dealt with by simply
throwing it away. In reality, there is no "away" because the waste
has to go to some place. That place is usually an incinerater or
a landfill.
OBJECTIVE
Students will perform the play written by their teacher, making
modifications in order to meet the learning needs of the audience a
and the performance needs of the actors.

MATERIALS
puppets, puppet theater, script

-

PROCEDURE
Students will read, revise, and practice the play.
perform when they are ready.
FOLLOW UP CHALLENGE

They will

There is No Away
by Kay Jones
materials needed: pig, dog, donkey, and cow puppets
"I Love Trash' by Sesame Street
samples of trash: Styrofoam, packages,
paper of various sorts
Introduction:
Good morning boys, girls and grown-ups. Today we
have a play that concerns a growing problem in America. Our star is
is Pebbles Pig and he is a very famous singer from the Farmland Opera.
We are very lucky to get him forth is performance. He is not the
hero, however. Playing the hero is Mrs. Deedra Donkey. Her daughter, Darling,
is the extra. We couldn't find a donkey sitter. Now, your job is to see if you can
figure out what our mystery problem is for today. Now, on with the show!
Pebbles Pig enters the stage singing"l'm Pebbles Pig and it's
music that I dig.I'm wonderful, I am, I am (he takes the microphone
and makes "dum te dum" sounds).
Donkey, cow, and dog watch as Pebbles sings and dances.
Pebbles sings "I Love Trash".
Donkey:(yell in excited tone) You're kidding! Aren't you?
You don't really love trash!
Pebbles: Huh, hey someone get this groupie off the stage. She's
REALLY lost it man! The girl's totaled!
Donkey: Oh I'm sorry I lost my cool, but you really didn't mean what
you just sang. You don't really love trash.
Cow: Moo it's true.
Dog: He does. He thinks trash is a bash better than mud.
Pig: Yeaaah, man, trash is cool, it's hot it hits a pig right in his spot.
Donkey: Well, what do you do with the trash when you're done?
I certainly hope you don't send it to the landfill.
Pebbles: Huh, well why not may I ask? Isn't that what landfills are for?
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THROW AWAY SOCIETY ACTIVITY
□
□
□ GRADE

LEVELS

04-6
□
□

□SUBJECT AREAS
□ social

a
a

studies

□ CONCEPT

□To think about garbage disposal and the amount that we produce.

a
a

□ OBJECTIVE

□To increase awareness about solid waste and how it relates to
of us.

□ each

a
a

OMATERIALS:
□ handout: Throw-Away-Society

a
a

□ KEYWORDS

□recycle,· biodegrade, reduce, refuse

a
a

□ PROCEDURE:

□Ask students to fill out the questionnaire on the next pages. Discuss

□ answers and the effects on the environment.

a

□Answers:

a
a

1-C, 2-B, 3-B, 4-C, 5-B, 6-8, 7-C, 8-C, 9-C, 10-A, 11-D

□ FOLLOW-UP

Dl) Produce a bulletin board or display the results of the information on
the questionnaire.

a
a

02) Write a report or fact sheet using this information.

a

03) Take it home and share with the family.

a
a

- 1-

D

**********************************************************************

**
D
□THROW

AWAY SOCIETY

D
□ Do

you know what the term "THROW-AWAY-SOCIETY" means? The questions
□ below will help you realize just how much we are throwing away. See how
□ much you know about our "throw-away-society."
□

□ 1)

How much garbage do you think a typical American family of four is
for in one week? (This includes our individual share of
□ commercial waste.)
□ responsible

□
□

a)
□ b)
□ c)
□ d)

about 20 pounds
50 pounds
80-150 pounds
250 pounds

□
□ 2)How

□

a.
□ b.
□ c.
□ d.

much garbage is that for each person for one day?
1 pound
3-4 pounds
over 10 pounds
22 pounds

□
□

□ 3)

What fraction of our garbage is paper?
1/10
□ b.
1 /3
□ c. 1/2
□ d. 3/4
□ a.

□
□ 4)
□
□
□

□

How many pounds of glass do you think you use in one year?
a. 50 pounds
b. 1 50 pounds
c. 500 pounds
d. 1000 pounds

□

□ 5)

What does RECYCLE mean?

□

a. to burn

□

b. to make into new product
c. to break down
d. to throw away

□
□

□
- 2 -

06) What does BIODEGRADABLE mean?
o a. burn
o b. use again
o c. break down or rot
o d. throw away

o
07) How much paper does a family of four throw away in a week?
20 pounds
ob. 6 pounds
o c. 1o pounds'
o d. 60 pounds

a a.

a
08) How much food (scraps) does a family of four throw away in a week?
50-60 pounds
o b. 5-1 O pounds
o c. 10-1 5 pounds
O d. 25-30 pounds

a a.

o
09) Look carefully at this list:
o 7 million cars
o 7 million TV sets
a 62 billion cans
o 43 billion bottles
O 65 billion tops (to cans and bottles)
O 70 million tons of paper

o
OThe list is probably•••
O a. what your country will discard in one year
O b. what your town will discard in one year ·
O c. what your school will discard in one year
O d. what your family will discard in one year

o

a
a10 f Which
o
o a.
o b.
o c.
o d.
o

of the following materials found in your garbage, can be
recycled or composted?
paper
food
metal
all of these

O1 1) Which of these is NOT toxic (poisonous)?
O a. nail polish remover
o b. vinegar
O c. furniture polish

o d. weed killer
insect spray

o e.
o
o

0--------------------------

0Formatted for EE-Link 2194
,
Activities/Throw Away Society
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GARBAGE SHUFFLE
GRADE LEVELS
3 and 4

SUBJECT AREAS:
reading, language, music, social studies, science
LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, knowledge, attitudes, skill
CONCEPT:
Throughout the history of Mankind, garbage has been a
constant prob 1ern that had to be dea 1t with in unique
consequences.

OBJECTIVE:
Students vvi 11 review the hi story of garbage and tiBve fun
doing so.

MATERIALS:
Garbage Shuffle mp from Ranger Rick's Naturescope p.29

PROCEDURE:
In a I arge group do chorn 1 reading of the mp to est ab 1i sh
tempo, pronunciation, and expression. Assign stanzas to
groups of three or four students. Assign the memorization
and practice of assigned stanzas. At the next group meeting
blend stanzas into large group performance.

KEV WORDS:

-

orator, middle a~es, roarin~ t·vventies, depression, turbine

-

COPYCAT PAGE

GARBAGE SHUFFLE

Chorus
Do the garbage shuffle; it's an age-old thrill'Cause we all make garbage, and we always will!

1: Now I bet you're askin', bet you're dyin' to see
What a hip hippo hunter from prehistory
Does with garbage! (clap) ... like old tools of stoneAll that garbage! (clap) ... like those animal bones.
Well, I throw 'em, I toss 'em, I drop 'em at my feet.
Then I move my camp and go hunt more meat.
2: I'm a wise orator, I'm an ancient Gre~k.
I was born to talk, and I love to speak
About garbage! (clap) .... it used to fill our roadsAU that garbage! (clap) ... noo, we take it in loads
'Bout a mile beyond our city's limit.
Now our homes and streets aren't buried in it.
3: Now you might be askin' why a British maid
From the Middle Ages VJOUld be afraid
Of garbage! (clap) ..• out the window we throw
AU our garbage! (clap) ... to the street below.
Well, our city's so crowded that all of that trash is
Making us sick and giving us rashes.

4: · rm a Spanish explorer and here's what I love:
It's a sailing ship that isn't full of
Garbage! (clap) .... who wants a messy boat?
AU that garbage! (clap) ... it's tough to stay afloat.
So I toss my trash out into the sea,
Where it disappears and never bothers me.

I TI[]

7: Now we're in the Depression, and some folks feel
That incinerators are the way to deal
With garbage! (clap) ... it all goes up in smokeAll that garbage! (clap) ... but I cough and choke
On the cloudy fumes that fill the air.
I just wish that I could move away somewhere.

8: It's the age of plastics; it's the age of ease.
I'm a'60s chemist, and I'm very pleased
With garbage! (clap) ... plastic cups, paper plates
In the garbage! (clap) ... disposables are great:
·
We've got landfills now to store this waste,
What we throw away can just be replaced.
9: There's an oil crisis, and I have to brag,
'Cause I think I've fixed the biggest snag
With garbage! (clap) ... 'cause the trash can bumAU that garbage! (clap) ... can make a turbine tum.
We'll make energy from our piles of trash.
The only problem will be the toxic ash.
10: I'm your average kid, and I have to say
That I've found an awesome, cleaner way
With garbage! (clap) ... I try to make much less- .
· All that garbage! (clap) •.. I'm tired of all this mess.
Now I reuse, r~e. make a compost pileIt's the garbage shuffle, 1990s style!

5: It's the 1860s. I'm a germ detector.
I'm a New York City health inspector.
I hate garbage! (clap) ... the alleys flow with trashAU that gari?age! (clap) ... the water's full of ash.
Now those garbage fumes-they can make you ill,
So it's time we cleaned up what we spill.
6: In the Roaring Twenties you-would be a grump

If you lived, like me; near an open dump.
It's all garbage! (clap) ... full of bugs and fliesIn the garbage! (clap) ... the rats are monster size.
The trash is so high that people say
We'll have garbage mountains 'round here someday.

RANGER RICKS NATIJRESCOPE, POU.lJTION--f'ROBLEMS AND SOUJTlONS
(Se,e Go,.boge Shu/11---p 22)

29

Wl-lAT IS BIODEGRADABLE? ACTIVITY
□
□
□GRADE LEVELS

04-6
□
□
□SUBJECT

AREAS

□ science

□
□
□CONCEPT
□Some
□ play

materials decompose when buried; others do not. Microorganisms
a vital role in the decomposition process.

□
□
OOBJECTIVE
□ tudents
□ nature

will be able to differentiate between the kinds of material that
recycles and those it does not.

□

□

□MATERIALS

01. ten pieces of each of the following:
□
glass·
□
paper
□
steel or other metal
□
plastic
□
apple, lettuce, or other fruit or vegetable
02. ten containers, jars, or flower pots
03. soil
04. sterile potting mix
05. masking tape or labels
06. handout: WATCHING WASTES ROT: RECORD
□
□

DKEYVvORDS
Db iodegradat ion, decomposition, microorganisms
□
□

□BACKGROUND

□Decomposition occurs everywhere. If everything existed forever, we would
□ be

buried in our waste. Our waste products are varied: some are made of
degradable materials while others will last for thousands of

□ easily
□ years.

- l -

□
□
□PROCEDURE

a piece of glass, paper, metal, plastic, and food. Ask the
to predict which of these substances are biodegradable (capable of
□ rotting or decomposing)? Conduct the following experiment to determine
□ whether their predictions were correct.
□Display

□ class

□

□Dig

enough soil from a garden or vacant lot to fill five containers.
pound cottage cheese containers would be suitable.) Fill five of
□ the containers half full with soil, and the other five half full with
□ sterile potting mix. Place a piece of each type of waste into each
□ container. Continue filling the containers with soil or sterile mix,
□whichever they already contain. Add enough water to all pots so that
□ the soil or sterile mix is damp but not wet to the touch. Cover the
□ containers. Label the containers to indicate the type of waste and
□whether it contains soil or sterile mix.
□ (One

□

□After

one week, examine the waste in each container. Which wastes are
Cover the wastes again, and continue to check them once a
for as long as you want. Record your observations.

□ decomposing?

□week

□

□Check

the original predictions and draw conclusions about which
are biodegradable and under what conditions.

□ substances

□
□

□FOLLOW-UP

□Explore

degradable plastics. Many producers of plastic bags are now
□ producing plastic bags they say wi 11 degrade.
□

□ There

are two types of degradable plastic bags; photodegradable and corn
biodegradable.

□ starch

□
□Find

out what makes these plastic bags degrade and perform an experiment
to the one above.

□ similar

□

Questions to be considered:
1. What makes these plastic bags degradable?
□
2. Does the whole bag degrade? Are there any waste products left
Dover?
□

□

□

□

□WATCHING

WASTES ROT: RECORD

□
- 2-

0
□Name:----------

Date experiment started: _ _ _ __

□

□Fill in the following table each time you check. your pots. Under

□ "Waste", write the name of the item that you buried in the pot. Under
□"Compost",

describe the condition of the item buried in compost each
you check it. Include such things as how decomposed the Item looks,
□what color it is, whether or not you see fungi (spots or thin strands)
Don it. Under "Sterile Mix", describe in the same way the condition of
□ the item buried in the sterile mix.
□ time

□

□

□Date:

□

□ Time

_ _ _ _ _ _ __
since waste was buried: Report #1 _ _ _ __ Report #2 _ _ _ __

□
01. Waste _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

□
□
□

Report #1, time since waste was buried _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

□
□

□
□

□
□

Compost---------------------------Sterile Mix _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Report #2, time since waste was buried _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

□
□

□
□

Compost---------------------------Sterile Mix __________________________

□
□
□
02. Waste _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
□
□

Report #1, time since waste was buried _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

□
□
□

Compost----------------------------

□

□
□

Sterile Mix _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Report #2, time since waste was buried _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

□
□

Compost---------------------------- 3 -

□
□
□
D
D

Sterile Mix

03. Waste
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
D
□
□
04.
0
0
D
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
D
D
0
D

Report #1, time since waste was buried
Compost
Sterile Mix
Report #2, time since waste was buried
Compost
Sterile Mix

Waste
Report #l, time since waste was buried
Compost
Sterile Mix
Report #2, time since waste was buried
Compost
Sterile Mix

OS. Waste
0
D Report #1, time since waste was buried
□

0
D
D

Compost
Sterile Mix
-4 -

D

D Report #2, time since waste was buried _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D
D Compost--------------------------□
□

Sterile Mix _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

□
□
□Which

items decomposed most quickly?

□
□Which

items didn't decompose at all?

□

Din general, did items decompose more quickly in compost or in sterile
□ mix? Why do you think this is true?
□
□
□
□-------------------------□Formatted
□File

□.

□

for EE-Link 2/94
Location: Class Resources/Cornell's/4-6 Activities/What is Biodegradable

WHAT IS BIODEGRADABLE? ACTIVITY
D
D
□GRADE

LEVELS

04-6
D
D
□SUBJECT

AREAS

□science

D
D
□CONCEPT
□Some
□ play

materials decompose when buried; others do not. Microorganisms
a vital role in the decomposition process.

D
D
OOBJECTIVE
Otudents will be able to differentiate between the kinds of material that
□ nature recycles and those it does not.
D

D
□MATERIALS

01.
D
D
D
D
D
02.
03.
04.
OS.
06.
D
D

ten pieces of each of the following:
glass
paper
steel or o~her metal
plastic
apple, lettuce, or other fruit or vegetable
ten containers, jars, or flower pots
soil
sterile potting mix
masking tape or labels
handout: WATCHING WASTES ROT: RECORD

□KEYWORDS

Obiodegradation, decomposition, microorganisms
D
D
□BACKGROUND
□Decomposition

occurs everywhere. If everything existed forever, we would
buried in our waste. Our waste products are varied: some are made of
□ easily degradable materials while others will last for thousands of
□ be

□years.

- 1-

D
D

□ PROCEDURE
□ Display a piece of glass, paper, metal, plastic, and food.

Ask the
(-lass to predict which of these substances are biodegradable (capable of
( vtting or decomposing)? Conduct the following experiment to determine
uwhether their predictions were correct.

a
□ Dig

enough soil from a garden or vacant lot to fill five containers.
pound cottage cheese containers would be suitable.) Fill five of
□ the containers half full with soil, and the other five half full with
□ sterile potting mix. Place a piece of each type of waste into each
□ container. Continue filling the containers with soil or sterile mix,
□ whichever they already contain. Add enough water to all pots so that
□ the soil or sterile mix is damp but not wet to the touch. Cover the
□ containers. Label the containers to indicate the type of waste and
□ whether it contains soil or sterile mix.
□ (One

a
□After

one week, examine the waste in each container. Which wastes are
Cover the wastes again, and continue to check them once a
for as long as you want. Record your observations.

□ decomposing?
□ week

a
(

DCheck the original predictions and draw conclusions about which
ubstances are biodegradable and under what conditions.
!

'

(Li'
□ FOLLOW-UP

□ Explore

degradable plastics. Many producers of plastic bags are now
plastic bags they say will degrade.

□ producing

a
□There
□ starch

are two types of degradable plastic bags; photodegradable and corn
biodegradable.

a
□ Find

out what makes these plastic bags degrade and perform an experiment
to the one above.

□ similar

a
□
□
□

Questions to be considered:
1. What makes these plastic bags degradable?
2. Does the whole bag degrade? Are there any waste products left

□ over?

a
a
IA TCHING WASTES ROT: RECORD

(
In

- 2 -

□
□ Name:

a·

.

_ _ _ _ __

Date experiment started: _ _ _ __

□ Fill in the following table each time you check your pots. Under

"Waste", write the name of the item that you buried in the pot. Under
~ompost", describe the condition of the item buried in compost each
ucime you check it. Include such things as how decomposed the item looks,
□ what color it is, whether or not you see fungi (spots or thin strands)
□ on it. Under "Sterile Mix", describe in the same way the condition of
□ the item buried in the sterile mix.

(

a
a

□ Date:

_ _ _ _ _ _ __

a
□Time

Report #2 _ _ _ __

since waste was buried: Report #1

a
01. Waste

a
a
a

Report #1, time since waste was buried _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a

(

a
;

(u

a

Compost-----------------------------Sterile Mix _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Report #2, time since waste was buried _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a

a
a
a
a
a
a

Compost-----------------------------Sterile M i x - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

02. Waste

a
a
a
a
a
a

Report #1, time since waste was buried _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Compost------------------------------Sterile M i x - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(
Report #2, time since waste was buried _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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0
0
.
0

Cor:npost

□

Sterile Mix

f

u

□ 3.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

\

C.f;
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□ s.

Waste

Report #1, time since waste was buried
Compost
Sterile Mix
Report #2, time since waste was buried
Compost
Sterile Mix

Waste

Report #1, time since waste was buried
Compost
Sterile Mix
Report #2, time since waste was buried
Compost
Sterile Mix

Waste

(n
-4-

□
□
□
□

(

Report #1, time since waste was buried

.

Compost

n

Sterile Mix

u

Report #2, time since waste was buried

□
□
□
□
□
□

Compost
Sterile Mix

□ Which

items decomposed most quickly?

□

□ Which

items didn't decompose at all?

□

□In general, did items decompose more
□ mix? Why do you think this is true?

quickly in compost or in sterile

□
□
□
□-------------------------( ormatted for EE-Link 2/94
(~.:;ile Location: Class Resources/Cornell's/ 4-6 Activities/What is Biodegradable

□
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GRAPH THE TRASH

GRADE LEVELS
3-4
SUBJECT AREAS
math, social studies

LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, knowledge, attitudes

CONCEPT:
Solid waste is either recycled, incinerated, or placed in landfills.
The majority of domestic and municipal solid waste is landfilled.
This waste consists of paper, food and yard waste, metal, glass, and
plastic. The greatest single ldnd of solid \•vaste in landfills is
packaging of various kinds.
OBJECTIVE:
To increase awareness and l<nowledge of the composition and
disposal of sol id waste.
MATERIALS·
Charts and qraphs, penci 1s
PROCEDURE:
Students work with parents to fil 1 out question sheet.
When all students have finist·1ed, discuss results in large group.

Wisconsin's Annual Trash Tally
Material
Generated

Trash

Recycled

1,380,000

1,000,000

380,000

Yard waste

491,000

436,000

55,000

Food waste

250,000

236,000

14,000

Glass containers

200,000

161,000

39,000

Plastic containers

47,900

45,500

2,400

Plastic packaging

72,000

70,400

1,600

Aluminum cans

35,000

16,000

19,000

Steel cans

50,000

38,000

12,000

Tires

47,000

35,000

12,000

Disposable diapers

49,000

49,000

746,000

695,000

51,000

3,367,900

2,781,900

586,000

6,467,000

s,2«,000-

1,223,000

9,834,900

8,025,900

1,809,000

Category

Municipal Solid Waste •
Paper
.

Other waste
Total

The NIMBY
phenomenon
Finding places to put landfills
is not easy. Few people are eager to live near a landfill, an
attitude sometimes called the
NIMBY phenomenon - •Not In
My Back Yard!" Many people
believe landfill construction
and operation result In traffic,
noise, dust, litter, aesthetic
loss, declining property values,
groundwater contamination
and other hazardous waste
pollution. While fears may
have been justified In the past,
modern landfill design, construction and management can
minimize most of these problems. Unfortunately, the
NIMBY phenomenon also applies to the siting of recycling
centers and municipal
composting facilities.

Non-Municipal
Solid Waste*
Total
Total Generated *

10

.,,

9.8

• 1990 estimate in tons per year; source Franklin Associates, LTd.
** lndudes 1,000,000 tons of landspread wastewater treatment sludge

~

8

8

Ill
Ill

C

E
0.,, 6

Total waste generated
Non-municipal solid waste
Municipal solid waste

C

~

E

4

2

0
Total Generated

Trashed

Recycled

3

1\l/t/8,V

NOT IN MV BACKYARD
GRADE LEVEL:
3-4
SUBJECT AREAS:
physi ca 1 educati on,soci a1 studies

LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, kn owl edge, attitudes

CONCEPT:
Many peop 1e believe l andf i 11 construction and opera ti on contribute
excess traffic, noise, dust, litter, groundwater contamination,
and loss of aesthetic value. Many people do not want a landfill
located in their neighborhood.

to

OBJECTIVE;
Students will transfer their awareness and knowledge to the new
learning experience of keeping solid waste out of their territory.
r1ATER I ALS:
bean bags_. large open space that can be divided into two designated
areas
PROCEDURE~
Divide the students into two teams. Appoint a captain for each
team. Tt1eir goal is to keep as many .. Dirt 88/I~ -solid waste (bean bags)
out of their territory as possible. A large pile of bean bags (solid
vvaste) is placed on the middle line that separates the area into two
territories. On a given signal students throw as many of the bean bags as
possible into the other team's "back yard". On a given signal a11
throwing stops and tt-ie captains count the number of bean bags in their
yard. The team with the fewest bags wins that round. Continue rounds
as lonq as time tillows.

/

GRADE LEVEL:

2-4
SUBJECT AREAS:
reading, math, science
LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, knowledge, attitude
MATERIALS:
limiting consumption instruction sheet and penci1
CONCEPT:
Each person in the United States tosses about 1.95 kilograms of
garbage everyday. How much space does this take up?
OBJECTIVE:
Students \...till develop, through calculations, an awarenes of just
ho·1-1 much garbage is generated in the United States.
PROCEDURE:
Review how to calculate volume on the black board if this
is needed. Assign worksheet to be comp I eted 'vVi th
parents at home. Discuss findings flt the next class
meeting.

Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name ______________________

r:~
'J] DIG IN!

LESS IS BETTER
fr
ILJ
ECO-INFO

(

You probably throw away a lot more
garbage than you think you
do. Each person in the
United States tosses about
1.95 kilograms (kg) of garbage every day! Most garbage is buried in huge holes
called landfills. Existing
landfills are filling up fast,
and new landfill sites are
hard to find. To fight the
garbage problem, buy only
what you really need or
want and make use of it
for as long as you can.

See what 1.95 kg of garbage actually looks like.
·Record your answers on the back of this sheet.

You'll need: "clean" garbage, scale, large box, garbage bag
1. Guess the amount of garbage that weighs 1.95 kg. Put that
amount of garbage in the garbage bag.
2. Weigh your garbage. Was your guess correct? Was your
guess high or low?
3. Dump 1.95 kg of garbage into a box. Measure in centimeters (cm) the length and width of the box, and the height of the
pile inside the box _as shown. Multiply these measurements to
get the volume of space the garbage takes up.
Width

X

Length

X

Height = Volume of 1.95 kg garbage

4. How quickly would your class fill the classroom with garbage if each of you produced 1.95 kg each day? Here is how to
find out:
Step A Calculate the volume of $arbage produced in one day.
Volume of 1.95 kg garbage X Number of students in class~
Volume of garbage produced by class in one day
Step B Conven answer to cubic meters (cu m) by moving the
decimal six places to the left.
65 .0 cu cm

= .000065 cu m

Step C Calculate the classroom's volume in cubic meters.
Width

X

Length

X

Height= Volume of classroom

Step D Calculate the number of days it would take to fill
the classroom.
Volume of classroom
day = Number of days

~~~

TAKE ACTION!

7

Volume of garbage produced in one

.......... .

Cut down on garbage production by finding second uses for things,
or by passing things on instead of tossing them. What ideas do you have? On the back of this sheet,
write the actions you will take to cut down on garbage. Write the date you will start taking action.

PACKAGING DESIGN ACTIVITY

a
a
OGRADE LEVELS:

( 0
0

OSUBJECT AREAS:
Dart, social science, home economics, industrial arts
0
0
□ CONCEPT:

□ Packaging

is useful and necessary for many reasons, but also
significantly to our society's solid waste problems.

□ contributes

a
a
□ OBJECTIVE:

□Students
□will

will explore different aspects of packaging design and
use these guidelines in their own design project.

a
0
□ MATERIALS:
□ magazines

(

·rawing materials

a
a
□ KEYWORDS:
□ design,

a
a

prototype

□ BACKGROUND:

a
□ Functions

a

and benefits of packaging:

□*

preservation and protection of contents
sanitation and safety, protection of public health
□ * identification of product
□ * prevention of theft
□* providing instruction as to product use
□ * compliance with regulatory standards
□ * manufacturing of packaging provides employment
□* increased sales and profits by making the product attractive
· may decrease cost of product to consumer
□*

u
- 1 -

□ Drawbacks

of packaging:

a
O* contributes significantly to solid waste ( 1/3 of our trash is
0 packaging). Without reuse or recycling, the energy and natural
(
resources that go into packaging are lost forever in landfills
0,.. may create false impression about the amount or quality of
a product
O* may increase the cost of a product to the consumer

a
OHow could packaging be designed to waste less?

a
□ PROCEDURE:

a
a1.
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
(
O

Have students bring in products from home or look in lunch
bags for packaged items. Consider the following questions:

- Which packages minimize waste? How?
- Which packages produce a lot of waste? How?
- What are possible ways to reuse or recycle each

of the
packages discussed?
- Are there any that can't be reused or recycled? Why?
- What qualities do the natural forms of packaging have
that many of our modern packaging lack?
- How might some of the over-packaged or wastefully packaged
items be better packaged?

a
02. Have students choose one of the products for which they would
a like to design an alternative package.

a

03. Ask the students to look at their products and decide what the
a designers were trying to accomplish. Discuss the functions and
a drawbacks of packaging. Are any of the products or packages
a designed to protect the environment?

a

04. Have the students design a new environmentally-sound
alternative to their packaging. The design should take into
consideration waste reduction, reuse, and recycling as well as
public safety, product protection, shipping weight, cost of
packaging material, advertising, and public demand. New design
parameters should include some or all of the following:
minimum resource extraction, minimum use of hazardous
materials, minimum mixing of different materials, etc. How do
these new parameters conflict with or limit the old ones?

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
u
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SARAH CYNTHIA SYLVIA STOUT ACTIVITY
0
0
0
~~:·

(

a
a
□ SUBJECT AREAS
□ English, language,

a
a

reading, listening comprehension

□ CONCEPT

□To

allow students to identify with the characters.

a
a
□ OBJECTIVE
□To

increase awareness of how much garbage we produce.

a
a
□ MATERIALS
□ handouts:

(

SARAH CYNTHIA SYLVIA STOUT
READING/LISTING WORKSHEET (3 pages)
pen or pencil

a
a
a

□ KEYWORDS

0compostable, recycle

a
a
□ BACKGROUND
□ Below

is a poem about Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout and how she acts and
about garbage. As you listen to the teacher read the poem out
□ loud, fill in the worksheet or raise your hand as you hear the words
□that fill in the worksheet. Start with the words that rhyme, then do it
□again until you have filled in most of the sheet.
□ feels

a
a
□ PROCEDURE

□ Read

the poem to students and ask them to fill in the chart below.

a
a
□ FOLLOW-UP
1

"raw a picture of what you think Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout looks like
uand how her house looks. When you are finished, help your teacher make a
- 1 -

□ bulletin board to share your ideas with others.
D
□ SARAH CYNTHIA SYLVIA STOUT

Oby Shel Silverstein

(
uSarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout
the garbage out.
dishes and scrub the pans
□ Cook the yams and spice the hams,
□And though her parents would scream and shout,
□ She simply would not take the garbage out.
□And so it piled up to the ceiling:
□ Coffee grounds, potato peelings,
□ Brown bananas and rotten peas,
□ Chunks of sour cottage cheese.
□ It filled the can, it covered the floor,
□ It cracked the windows and blocked the door,
□ With bacon rinds and chicken bones,
□ Drippy ends of ice cream cones,
□ Prune pits, peach pits, orange peels,
□ Gloppy glumps of cold oatmeal,
□ Pizza crusts and withered greens,
□ Soggy beans, and tangerines,
( ~rusts of black-burned buttered toast,
· LI Grisly bits of beefy roast.
□The garbage rolled on down the halls,
□ It raised the roof, it broke the walls,
DI mean, greasy napkins, cookie crumbs,
□ Blobs of gooey bubble gum,
□ Cellophane from old bologna,
□ Rubbery, blubbery macaroni,
□ Peanut butter, caked and dry,
□ Curdled milk, and crusts of pie,
□ Rotting melons, dried-up mustard,
□ Eggshells mixed with lemon custard,
□ Cold French fries and rancid meat,
□ Yellow lumps of Cream of Wheat.
□At last the garbage reached so high
□ That finally it touched the sky,
□And none of her friends would come to play,
□And all of her neighbors moved away;
□ And finally, Sarah Cynthia Stout
--aid,
"Okay, I'll take the garbage out!"
1
· udut then, of course it was too late,
□ Would not take
□ She'd wash the

- 2 -

□The garbage reached across the state,
□ From New York to the Golden Gate;
□ And there in the garbage she did hate
□ Poor Sarah met an awful fate

( -hat I cannot right now relate
· u8ecause the hour is much too late
□ But children, remember Sarah Stout,
□And always take the garbage out
□
□

□ READING/LISTENING

WORKSHEET

□
DI What words can do
□

□ WORDS

WORDS THAT
NAME PLACES

WORDS THAT
MEAN GARBAGE

THAT

□ RHYME

WORDS THAT
SHOW ACTION

□

□

□ Example
□Out/Stout

□

(

rotten peas
ground coffee

Ceiling

u
□

□ II

Circle the best answer:

□

□ 1)

□

□
□

Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout hates
a) garbage
b) food
c) school

□
□

□ 2)

□
□

□

She is very
a) smart
b) lazy
c) silly

0

□

□ 3)

□

(
u

Most of the garbage is made of
a) dead leaves
b) old clothes
c) rotten food
- 3 -

Scream/Shout

□
D

04) The garbage is so bad that it
□
a) is taken to the dump
(
b) piles up to the sky
·u
c) burned and buried
□
□
□
□ Ill Fill in the missing words ...
□
□ 1) When Sarah would NOT take the garbage out, her father
□
and _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
□

□
□

□ 2)

□
□

□
□

□ 3)

(

□

_____________

The messy food filled the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and

__________ of the floor.
Two kinds of fruits that were rotting were _ _ _ _ _ _ __
and _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

u
□

□ 4)

□
□

□ 5)

A word that means bad or rotten meat is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The garbage spread from _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State to the Golden Gate.

□
□
□

□ IV

Write one or two sentences to answer the following questions:

□
□

□ 1)

What is Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout's problem?

□
□
□
□
u
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0
0
0

(
u

o
o
o
o
o
02) List ten (1 O) things that mean garbage in the poem. Are they

o compostable or recyclable?
o
o
Could be
Could be
o
Composted? Recycled?
o
o 1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
o
o 2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
o

(
~:..('.

3. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

u

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

4. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
6. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

?. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
8. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
9. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
10. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

03) What happens when Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout won't throw the garbage
o out?
u
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Environmental Costs of Packaging
GRADE LEVEL:

2-4
SUB...IECT AREAS:
refldi ng, mflth, science
LEARNING LEVEL:
awflreness, l<nowledge, flttitude
MATERIALS:
"Env1ronmentfll Costs of Pflckaging"tnstruct1on s1-,eet find pencn
CONCEPT:
Eflch person in the United St flt es purchases rnflny items
everydfly. Much of rnflss these purcl1ases are actually paclrnging.
How much is the cost of this packaging to the the consumer?
OBJECTIVE:
Students will develop, through calculfltlons, fin flWareness of the
cost of pflckagi ng.
PROCEDURE:
Discuss environmental costs sua, as ait- and water pollution ..
Assign at home skill sheet to tie completed with pflrents.

(

Name
Environmental Costs of Packaging
Tell us Institutes's assessment of the hidden environmental costs of
packaging in the form of air pollution costs, from air pollution to lung
disease, of producing various packaging materials.
Material
PVC
virgin
aluminum
Recycled
aluminum

(

product

cost/ton

cost/package

containers
for nails

$5,053

$7.44

soft drink
can
soft drink
can

$1,933

$3.72

$313

$.60

PET

1/2 gallon
$854
juice container

$11.52

HOPE

$344
1/2 gallon
juice container

$2.56

paperboard

1/2 gallon
$330
juice container

$3.84

glass

1/2 gallon
juice container

$9.60 to
$12.16

$55 to $85

1. Which package has the greatest environmental cost?

2. Which 1/2 gallon juice container costs the most?

3. Which package has the least environmental cost?

CAR TALK

GRADE LEVEL:

2-4
SUBJECT AREAS:
reading, math, science
LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, know I edge, attitude
MATERIALS:
"Car Talk "instruction sheet and pencil
CONCEPT:

t1anuf acturing products such as automobi Jes has environmental
costs in the form of use of natural resources, energy, and many
kinds of pollution.
OBJECTIVE:

Students will develop, through calculations_. an awareness of the
cost of manufacturing an automobile and things connected with the
automobile industry.
PROCEDURE:
Discuss environmental costs such as air and ·water pollution ..
Assign at home skill sheet to be completed with parents

COPYCAT PAGE
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I' A. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I 8 · - - - - - - - I
I
I • mining for metals creates waste I • can leak ozonEHlestroying CFCs
I and causes soil erosion
I into atmosphere
I · • making different car parts creates I • can reduce fuel efficiency
I air pollution and waste
I
I • materials left over after assembling I
I and painting cars may be toxic I
I
I
I

I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

c. _________
• building creates waste and causes
soil erosion

• construction is an eyesore
• made with asphalt, an oil-based
product
increased traffic creates air and
noise pollution
• salt is used in winter to melt snow

•

and ice

~------------~-------------~-------------~

I
I
I
I
I D. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I E . - - - - - - - - I F. - - - - - - - - I

l•

drilling and transporting can result

I in spills
I • can leak onto ground and into
I waterways
I • burning creates hazardous exhaust
I • pwnping releases toxic fumes
I

lI ••

I
I
I
I
I
I

are an eyesore
take up valuable land space
• valuable steel, alwninum, and
other resources go to waste
• toxic substances can leak into air
or water supplies .

lI •

cleaning detergents can wash into
water supplies
I • loose seals can cause oil, antiI freeze, and CFCs to leak
I • old parts and used oil and antifreeze are often dumped illegally
I • unfuned engines waste fuel
I • under-inflated tires reduce fuel
I
efficiency

:

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

L------------~-------------~-------------~
RANGER RIO\"S NA TIJRESCOPE, POlLlJTION--f'ROBl.£MS AND SOLVTIONS
(See-C.0rToli,,:--p7)
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~ TOUGH CHOICES
OBJF.CllVl!S:

Identify the environmental pros
and cons ofseveral consumer
issues. List the steps involved in
making an environmentally
sound decision.
AGES:

Intermediate, advanced
SUBJECTS:

Language acts, science, social

studies
MATERIALS:

Making environmentally sound choices isn't easy. For example,
which is better for the environment paper bags or plastic bags? Ooth
diapers or disposables? Many of the choices involve complicated issues
that aren't very well understood, and the overall benefits of one choice
over those of another aren't always clear. Even when all the facts are in,
the decisions we make usually involve some tough trade-offs.
Have your kids research and debate several complex issues to
identify the pros and cons of different options and to discuss the tradeoffs involved with solid waste decisions. Then, as a group, the kids can
come up with a checklist for making an environmentally sound
decision.

Easel paper or chalkboard,

GE'ITING READY

research materials

Divide the group into discussion teams and assign each team one
of the questions listed under "The Issues" on page 295. :Explain that
each team will be staging a debate on their topic. For example. one
team will focus on the issue of whether to choose paper or plastic bags
at the grocery store. Some team members will support the use of
plastic bags and the others will support the use of paper bags.
Tell team members to read their question and then decide which
point of view they want to support. (If individuals have a tough time
choosing sides, you can have the team members draw lots to make it
fair.) :Explain that some team members might end up supporting a
position that is different from the one they currently support. Point out ,I
that no matter which side they end up on, they will learn how to
develop and support arguments defending a specific point of view, and
they will expand their understanding of the issues.

Explain that when the debates take place both sides will have a
chance to present their case and rebut what the other team members
say. Also mention that everyone on a team should_ take an active role in
the debate.
To prepare for the debate, have team members research their
topics, using current periodicals, newspaper articles, and books.
Explain that they need to gather information that will help them
understand the pros and cons of each alternative and gauge whether or
not one alternative is better than another. They will also need to gather
facts that support their arguments. (We've listed some of the pros and
cons for each debate topic on page 295 to help you guide the kids'
research. Also see "Current Thinking" on page 294 to find out what
different experts think is the most correct action to take with each
issue.)
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Defore starting, set a time limit for ead1 debate and go over the
"Debate Pointers" in the margin. You might also want to set up a debate
format such as:
I. First group presents its case

2. Second group presents its case
3. First group rebuts and adds arguments
4. Second group rebuts and adds arguments
Explain that the observers have an important role during the
debates. They should think about the following questions as they listen
to each debate:
\rd, Were the arguments convincing? Do you think the
information used to support the case was reliable? Why or why
not? (Try to remember specific examples.)
\rd, Were any important issues not addressed? Do you feel that
one option is better for the environment than another? Why
or why not?

DEBATE POINTERS
\It,

Make sure your arguments
are dearly stated, logical, and
well supported by evidence.

\It, Explain why your arguments

are important Use examples
when possible.
\It, Make your most important

points first, and don't jump
from one argument to
another.
\It, Speak slowly and dearly so

that others can follow what
you're saying. Be relaxed and
poised.
\It, Be convincing and creative.

\rd, Do you feel that you need additional information before you
can decide which position you support? If so, what
information would you need?
\rd, Which team was most persuasive and why?

,t,,;s,::;;ifiic,

After each debate, have the observers comment on the points they
were instructed to keep in mind. Then ask the debaters for their
reactions to the debate. Also ask the group to think about other options
that were not presented (see "Current Thinking" on page 294). For
example, in the first debate, the best option for the environmentpeople bringing a reusable doth bag to the grocery store-wasn't part
of the discussion. Point out that articles and news programs also
sometimes leave out important options. Explain that being a responsible citizen means finding out about and understanding all the choices.
Also point out that there's usually not one right or wrong answer
and that environmental decisions often involve trade-offs. For example,
taxing lawn care companies that use toxic chemicals could cause some
businesses to go bankrupt and some people to lose their jobs. But it
could also lower the threat of death and sickness from toxic chemicals.
After all the teams have presented their debates, discuss the issue
of solid waste disposal in general. Mention that a combination of
methods is important- there's no single right way. Also bring up the
point that experts often don't agree on what the best option is, and that
means individuals have to make decisions using the facts and
information they have and their own value systems. As a wrap-up, have
the group come up with a short checklist for making an
environmentally sound choice. For example, the list might include the
following:
293

\(t,

Find out as much information as you can about the different
options from reliable sources, including experts in the field.
Decide who would benefit and who would be harmed by each
of the options. (Think about both short- and long-term
consequences.)
Learn how each option would affect the environment and
other people around the world.
Make a list of the pros and cons for each option.
Weigh the pros and cons to make your choice.

ClJRRENT 'fmNKING
It's important for students to realize that because there's so much
we don't understand about environmental problems, experts don't
always have all the answers. Many solid waste issues don't have dear
solutions at this time, and experts feel that more information is needed
before they can determine what the best solutions are. Overall,
environmentalists support an integrated waste management program
that emphasizes source reduction and recycling first, followed by
incineration and landfilling. (Note: The pros and cons on page 295 are
only a partial listing. F.ach issue is very complex and involves many
economic and social issues.)

ISSUE I: Environmentalists recommend that
shoppers bring a reusable doth bag to the store
instead of getting new paper or plastic bags each time.
Some experts say paper and plastic are equally
harmful and that if you use either, you should make
sure to reuse them. Others always choose paper bags
over plastic.
ISSUE 2: Many environmentalists and public health
professionals feel the pros of doth outweigh the
pros of disposables. Others feel that we do not know
enough about the environmental effects throughout
the "life cycle" of either to know which is best in the
long run.
ISSUE 3: Most environmentalists aren't in favor of
most types of plastic packaging, including plastic
soda bottles. The current recommended action is to
choose glass over plastic and to recycle the glass.

294

Many environmentalists, however, feel that although
plastic has its problems, it is here to stay, and
therefore plastic recycling efforts are important

ISSUE 4: Many environmentalists feel that we need
·to recyde as much as 65 percent of our garbage to
handle our solid waste problems and that putting a
freeze on building new incinerators and landfills
would help promote the reduction, reuse, and
recycling of solid waste.
Some people argue that well-managed landfills are
more ecologically sound than incinerators. Others
say incinerators and landfills are equally bad,
though they acknowledge that both will continue to
play an important role in solid waste disposal.

ISSUE 5: Environmentalists favor organic lawn care
and encourage landscaping with native plants to
attract wildlife and save water.

- - - - - - - - - - - THE ISSUES
ISSUE l: BAG IT!

Ifgiven an option, should
you choose a paper or plastic bag for
your groceries?
QUESTION:

PAPER BAGS

pros: made from a renewable
resource; biodegradable; recyclable;
reusable
cons: most made, at least partially,
with virgin fiber instead of recycled
paper; timberoften grown using
chemical fertilizers; paper manufacturing releases toxics and other
pollutants into the air and water;
bulky; paper takes up more space in
landfills than plastic
PusncBAGS

pros: easier to carry; cheaper to
manufacture; leakproof, take up less
landfill space; recyclable in some
places; some are made with petroleum waste products
cons: can harm wildlife; most recyclable ones are not recycled; bits of
plastic can !each into water supplies
as degradable plastic breaks down;
most plastics are made from a
nonrenewable resource; manufacturing releases toxics and pollutants
into the air and water
ISSUE 2: THE BABY-BOTTOM
CoVF.RUP
QUESTION: Should people buy cloth

diapers or disposable diapers?

DISPOSABLE DIAPERS

pros: convenient; keeps baby's skin
drier
cons: human waste can carry
disease, creating risk for garbage
handlers; made from a nonrenewable resource; nonbiodegradable;
manufacturing creates air and water
pollution; take up landfill space;
degradable ones can ~reak down.
into tiny bits of plastic that leach rnto
water supplies.
ISSUE 3: SoDA SENSE

Should you buy sodas in
plastic or glass bottles?

QUESI1ON:

Pu.me Born.F.s

pros: cheap; lightweight; recyclable
in some places; inert in landfills
cons: made from a nonrenewable
resource; nonbiodegradable; manufacturing creates air and water pollution; degradables can create water
pollution; limited uses for recycled
plastic; difficult to sort and recycle;
recycled plastic is not as durable as
virgin plastic
Gu.s.sBonus

pros: cheaper and easier to recycle;
can be recycled many times without
losing strength; made from abundant natural resources
cons: heavy; breakable;
nonbiodegradable; cost more to
transport; recycling uses a lot of
water and can create water pollution

CLOTH DIAPERS

pros: often cheaper; reusable; made
from renewable resources; biodegradable; human waste treated in
sewage treatment plants instead of
going into landfills; save landfill
space; can prevent rashes in some
babies
cons: require energy to manufacture,
wash, and deliver; energy-use creates
air and water pollution; detergents
can create water pollution; cotton
often grown using pesticides and
chemical fertilizers

ISSUE 4: BURN, BABY, BURN

Which is the better alternative for disposing ofthe solid waste
we don't recycle: burning it in incinerators or dumping it in landfills?
QUES11ON:

ding (need a high volume of garbage
to operate); create toxic ash that can
lead1 into water supplies when landfilled; people don't want them nearby; require separation of trash into
burnables and nonburnables
l.ANDFIU.S

pros: easy because waste doesn't
need to be separated or sorted;
generate methane gas, which can be
recovered for fuel; can sometimes
reuse the site for other purposes
cons: hazardous materials can leach
into water supplies; generate
methane gas that can cause explosions if not vented; take up valuable
land space; buried biodegradable
materials don't biodegrade; buried
resources are wasted; people don't
want them nearby
ISSUE 5: A "GROWING" DILEMMA

Should homeowners use
chemical lawn service companies or
rely on organic lawn care? (Note:
Organic lawn care uses no toxic herbicules or pesticides and no chemical
fertilizers. People can either take care
oftheir lawns themselves, using organic methods, or hire organic landscaping services.)
QUESl'ION:

CHEMICAL LAWN C\R.E

pros: effective in short term for
controlling pests; provides "manicured" look; easy
cons: expensive; long-term effects
not dear; chemicals made from
nonrenewable resources; chemicals
wash off in rain and pollute water
supplies; chemicals can build up in
soil; chemicals can poison people,
pets, and wildlife; manufacturing
and transporting chemicals can
create air and water pollution

INCINERATORS

pros: greatly reduce the volume of
trash; save landfill space; can recover
energy and resources; reduce the
threat of rat, roach, and other pest
infestation
cons: expensive to build and operate;
may discourage people from recy-

ORGANIC LAWN C\R.E

pros: nontoxic; can be less expensive;
maintains ecological life-support
systems; causes less pollution
cons: can take hard work if professionals not hired; short-term pest
control may not be effective
295

PACKAGING CONTEST

GRADE LEVELS:

1-4
SUBJECT AREAS:
language arts, science
LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, lrnow1edge, attftude, skills
CONCEPT:
Materi a1s used in packaging have an effect on the environment.
Some products are o\Jer packaged and ,therefore, contribute
unnecessary amounts of waste to the solid waste stream.

OBJECTIVE:
Students wi11 evaluate the packaging of several products to
determine which companies use environmentally friendly
packaging. Students wi 11 designate the package that is the most
environmentally friendly and the product that is the least
envi ronmenta 11 y f ri endl y package.

MATERIALS:
A wide variety of sample packages.

KE\-'WORDS:
over packaged, environmental cost, enYironmentally friendly

PROCEDURE:
Students \-v'i l l bring sarnp l es of product packaging frorn home.
As a large group they 'l"-lil1 evaluate the packaging of the products
and label them.

Writing Letters Concerning
Packc.1ging Appraisc'.'11 of Companies
GRADE LEVEL: -•·

3-4
SUBJECT AREA:
language, reading, social studies
LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, knowledge, attitudes, sk111s
CONCEPTS:
Many people believe they have no effect on the way
manufacturer's produce fl product. But manufacturers ere
sensitive to consumer demands.

OBJECTIVE:
This activity is skills oriented. Students register a
complaint or give fl menuf eicturer ei compliment beised on the
packaging of its product in the form of a 1etter.

PROCEDURE:
After the ~•ackaging contest, students use a business letter
form to write to companies of their choice. Discourage
everyone from writing to the same company. Letters ere to
be proof read at home.

WHY SHOULD I CARE?

GRADE LEVEL:
1-4
SUBJECT AREAS:
reading, science, 1anguage arts
LEARN ING LEVEL:
awareness, knowledge, attitude
MATERIALS:
"Why Should I Care?" puppet play and puppets
CONCEPT:
Each person in the United States has a responsibility to behave in
ways that are good for the environment. What people do effects
everybody even you.
OBJECTIVE:
the

Students will develop an awareness of how pollution effects all
creatures in the environment.

PROCEDURE:
Discuss environmental responsibility and the effects of
irresponsible behavior. Have older students put play on for
younger students.

Why Should I Care

The purpose of this play is to develop awareness of the need for
student responsibility in waste reduction.
Materials: flowers, two butt~rfly puppets, one spider puppet, one frog
puppet, and one turtle puppet.

Lavender Lulu is flitting from flower to flower happily drinking nectar.
Lavender Lulu: Zippity do dah, zippity yaee, my oh my what a beautiful
day.Plenty of sunshine headed my way, zippity do dah zippity yaee.

(junk drops into the background with a lot of noise)
(

Fergie Frog: Oh oh, danger.Rrivit.

(junk drops into the background with a lot of noise)
Fergie Frog: Oh oh, danger.Rrivit.
Montgomery Monarch: Hey there Lulu. What ya doin?
Lulu: Hey there Monty. I'm just sipping my lunch. Yummy, yummy yummy,
I got yum in my

tummy. And I think I'm gonna get some more.

Slup, slup. Here's some peppermint p~rple.

··. ."(junk ·drops. into. the ba~kground. wit~ a lot:o_f noi_seJ. ·
Fergie Frog: Oh oh, danger.Rrivit.

Monty:(junk drops into the background with a lot of noise)

(

Fergie Frog: Oh oh, danger.
Monty: Yeah, Mmmmm great juice huh?
Ounk drops into the background with a lot of noise)
Fergie Frog: Oh oh, danger.Rrivit.
Spider Spy:(comes into view on _string) Hey there Monty, hey there Lulu.
Lulu: Nectar is good but maybe could use a few more drops of sunshine •
Monty: And a little more CO2 , don't you think Lulu?
Spy: If you ask me a few flies would spice it up just fine.
Monty and Lulu: Yuckl
Spy: What you mean yuck? Flies are the best and tastiest of all. I don't

(

know how you guys can eat all that sweet stuff.
ljunk drops into the background with a lot of noise)
Fergie Frog: Oh oh, danger. Rrivit.
Spy: What's that?
Lulu: Huh, I don't know and anyways why should I care?
Monty: Yeah, why should we care? We're busy.
Spy: (looking around) Ah I don't know. Something is kind of weird here .
..Uunk ·drops if!t.O the background with a lot -o_f noise)
Fergie Frog: Oh oh, danger. Rrivit.
Spy: (looks around nervously) Man oh mari, things are getting weirder and
....

:

·•.

weirder around here. I think I'll weave my way out of here. (He starts to

(

leave but stops when Tootles comes in as Tootles Turtle crawls up from
the mud)

Tootles Turtle:Hey! Enough is enough. This has got to stop.
Lulu, Monty and Spy: What has to stop?
ljunk drops into the background with a lot of noise)

Fergie Frog: Oh oh, danger.Rrivit.
Tootles: That!
Monty: What?
Tootles: All that garbage, look at all that garbage!
(

Lulu: So what has that got to do with-us? Why should we care?
Spy: I don't know, guys I think something is not quite -right here.
Tootles: Your darn right, things aren't right here. There's a garbage
problem here .. Too much garbage! Can't you see it.
- Lulu:Yeah, well what has that got to do with us? Why should we care.
(garbage falls on flowers and covers them all up)

Lulu: (jumps around very upset) Hey, w~at's_ going on here, what
h_appenea.

to ·~he flowers?-

·

Monty: Who stole our lunch. (flies start buzzing around junk)
Spy: And look who's coming to dinner!
.

·.·

......

I better start making some

(

preparations here, dinner preparations that is, like a nice sticky web ..
junk drops into the background with a lot of noise)

Fergie Frog: Oh oh, danger. Rrivit.
Lulu: Would you cut that out! Things are getting serious around here!
Fergie: Why should you care?
Lulu: I care, I care! Alright already!
Tootle: Okay , cool it kid.
Lulu: All my flowers are gone. Look at this mess! Where's my supper
coming from?

What's going to happen to us?

(Monty and Lulu jump as Fergie comes forward)

(

Fergie: That's what I was trying to tell you kid. But you just said ,"Why
should I care? Now you know. Tdo much garbage effects everyone,
even the pretty little butter flies.
Monty: Mushrooms and lily pads! Who are you? What have you got to do
. with all this mess?
Fergie: I'm Fergie Frog. I've been trying to warn the world about the
trash problems that have been accumulating

around here for quite
..

a while._ - I'm an irrdicato·r species.
Lulu: Why should· I care about the worfd I just want my flowers.
_Fergie: Well I guess your flowers are part of the world.
....

. · . .·

.

. •. ... .·

~

...·

Lulu: Whaaaaa.

(

Monty: Oh now calm down Lulu. I hate to see you so upset. We'll solve the
problem. We'll get the flowers back, just don't cry anymore, please.
.

'

Lulu: But what can we do? What can a little, wee, beautiful thing like me
do?
Fergie : You can help teach the children that people are making too much
trash in the world.
Lulu: But what can they do? They're just beautiful, little, wee, things
like me and Monty and Spy.
Tootles: Well they can r~mind their parents that careful shopping well
(
,,,

help a lot to reduce trash.
Monty: Oh.yeah? I don't get it.
Fergie: Well if people buy big packages of food stuffs instead of the
little, individual one serving packages, that would help .
To~tles: And if people use cups, plates, and silverware that can be
washed and used again, that would help.
Fergie: And if people would you rags for cleaning instead of paper towels
· .. ·. t~at_ w:outd help ... '.
Tootles: Well the. main thing is if people would think about what kind of
trash they are making before they buy a lot of stuff, it would really
..
,•·

.·._ ..

.·· ....·

···.--

(

help a lot.
Fergie: Ah, don't forget, Tootles. It's important to buy things that are
made from recycled things.
Tootles: Oh yeah, you're right. And ,also, to buy things that can be
recycled, then be sure to recycle them.
Fergie: What about lunch boxes. Using lunch boxes instead of bags. Save
bags and reuse them. Rrivit.
Tootles: And taking care of your things is important too, so they last
longer and don't break and get·thrown away so they make more trash.
Lulu: Oh Fergie and Tootles, do you really think we can teach children?

(

Fergie: Sure you can. Rrivit.
Tootles: Teaching children is a wonderful way. They are very good at
helping.
Fergie: I know. I have four hundred and fifty six children myself.
Monty: Great going Tootles! We can help! And children can help!
But there is just one thing Fergie.
Fergie: Yes, Rrivit.
· ·Monty;
What are ·children?
.
: ..
~

Tootles: Oh, yeah, well, they're little people.
Monty: Yeah, really? People come in little?

Tootles: Oh, yes, Monty. People come in lots of sizes from very little

(
little to very, very big,big. And little children become big very fast
and they will be shoppers very soon so they·can help to make wise
buys that will help reduce trash.
Monty: Really, you don't say, well imagine that.
Lulu: But where can we find these children? I've heard about them but I
really never did see one. I thought they were just pretend.
Something beautiful that somebody made up just to tease me.
Tootles: Hmm, let me see. (Tootles looks around) I I think I see some!
Oh no, that was just a rainbow. Oh wait a minute. I think I see one

(

over there , yes I'm sure that's one.

Are you a children?

Monty: Great! I'm so happy I can flip and flop. (Monty flips around)
Lulu: Oh Fergie , do you really think I can do that?
Monty: Just one thing.
Fergie:Yes, Rrivit.
Monty: They don't eat butterflies, do they?
. Fergie: Ah, I don't think so. Ah children, do you eat butterflies? Ah, I
didn'.t think s9 .. No~ without _frosting , anyway: ·

......

Lulu: Children, can you help? (children respond)
Monty, Spy, Lulu: Yeah! Then we can have flowers forever. Zippity do dah,
.

I

:,·.
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Write·a 30-second radio spot.on the-. ·,
"Reduce-Reuse-Recycle or. Compost":··
theme. Winners will get t_o r.ecord
their radio spot and have it.played on ..
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Teach Your Parents Well

GRADE LEVELS:

1-4
SUBJECT AREAS:
science_. 1anguage arts, reading

LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness_. knowledge, attitudes, skills

CONCEPT:
Consumers can reduce excessive waste with a 1it t1 e he 1p.
The EPA has printed a booklet advising consumers how to do
Just that.

OBJECTIVE:
To increase the levels of awareness, knowledge, attitudes,
and skills of consumen::: and therefore, reduce the amount of
solid waste that enters the waste stream.

MATERIALS:
EPA The- t.-:0.,:1st11ne,r.fla/Jd.t.~ook lar.Re-dt1cfng 5°[1/jd J..tleste-

PROCEDURE:
Students \Nor-~~ \•Vi t11 parents to f i 11 out question sheet.
V•/11en all students have finist1ed, discuss results in large
group.

Address to onjer t,ook:l et:
Cornrnuni cation::: Services Brench ([IS-305)s
Office of Soliij \.'·/aste

U.S. envinx1rnent Protection Agency
401 r·-1 '.::;treet '3V·/
\·%:::t-ii ngton . D.C. 20460C

Dear Parents,
We are sending you a consumer handbook to help your
family learn more about reducing solid waste and therefore
helping our community.
Please look over the booklet with your child and decide
which of the suggested practices you can do to help reduce
waste and write them on the lines below.

2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
J7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TRASH TRIVIA GAf·1E

GRADE LEVELS:
1-4
SUBJECT AREA:
social studies, science
LEARNING LEVEL:
a,,vareness, knm•vl edqe, attitudes
CONCEPT:
How much garbage do we generate, and what are the benefits of
recycling?

OBJECTIVE:
To learn facts and figures about solid waste disposal.

MATERIALS:

Tras/1 Trina game cards
game board
rnarkers
dice
container for dice shaker

KEVV./ORDS:
r-ecycling, natural resources, solid vvaste

PROCEDURE:

1. divide qroup into teEirns of three or four members
2. one student serves 8S shaker
3. Taking turns have one rnernber of a each team pick a question
card. Tearn members confer on the ans·. .ver. 'wl1en it is each teams
turn they give ttrnrn answer. If they are correct the shaker shakes
the dice for thern and they move a1ong tl"1e game board according to
instructions on the boEJrd. If the!d do not ansv·1er the question
correctly, they pass up their turn.
4. Correct answers are rnarke,j in capital 1et ters un,jer the ****
line.

GAME CARDS

Which country has 6% of the world's population and produces half of the
worlds garbage?
a. China
b. India
c. United States

C
How many trees must be cut to provide paper for one edition of the Sunday
New Vork Ti mes?

8.62
b.628
c.75,000
C

How many trees are saved vvhen one ton of paper is recycled?
cl. 100
b.17
C. 5

B
\·I/hen you buy$ 11.00 of groceries, how much of that money pays for the
product's package?
a. 1O cents
n··°I
b. $1 .~l...
c.$5.00

B

What percentage of garbage is plant matter that can be composed?
fl.35%
b.B5%?
c.10%

A
Which kind of garbage takes up about 40% of landfill space?
a. food
b. plastics
c. packaging

****************
C
How much solid waste is produced for each person in the United States eact·1
day?
a. 1/2 to 1 pound
b. 4 to 5 pounds
c. 6 to 8 ounces

8
\¥hat is one of the most wasteful items you probably have in your home?
a. Junk roail
b. old shoes
c. o1d furniture

A
w'hich of the followinq items can use use
a. single serving cernal bo>c:es
b. large cereal boxes
c. plastic cerea 1 bags

******************
A or C

to help reduce solid w·aste?

\-vhich can you use to t1elp reduce solid waste?
a. a strong lunch box
b. a new l Utich bag each day
c. a box to carry your lunch

*****************
A

Is there a solid \•vaste problem in our country?

a.

no
b. yes

*********
8
V✓ t1at

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

can we do with toys and boo!cs vvhen we are done with them?
throw them away
give them away
sell them at a yard sale
trade them with friends
b,c,and d

E
V✓ hi ch

a.
b.
c.
d.

packages can be recycled?
aluminum cans
glass bottles
metal cans
both cans and bottles so a11 of the above

D
\.'·lhl!·- should LIOU
recl!C
._
·- le ._ql ass and metal containers?
E1. to save natural resources
b. to save energy
c. both a and b

C

Hov•.i much can you pay for packaging when you buy a product?
a. 3% of the cost
b. I 0% of t11e cost
c. 50% of the cost

C

How much energy is saved when using recycled aluminum instead of new
natural resources?
a. 10%
b. 55%
c.95%

C

-----------------------------~O
w many tons of solid \•vaste does the U.S.A. make each year?
a. 1,000 tons
b. I 00 ,000 tons
c.167 million tons
C
How many tons does the \•vo1-1d make each year?
a. 1 and a half billion
b. 1000
C. 7

A
An itern that can be reused but which is usu a 11 \.l·- tt1rovvn a·vva\.l is ... ?
a. plastic bag
b. coffee can
c. glass bottle
c. styrnf oarn package
,J rubber ti rn
~

ANV OF THE ABOVE

Which is the best toys to buy?
a. toys that can last for a long time and you don·t want to give away
b. toys that are cheap
c. toys you can give to your cousin after playing with it once or twice

*********************
A
Solid waste is anything that has size and shape and is no longer of any use to
U-1e user. true or false

true
V./e have a big garbage problem in our country today. true or false

true
Buying food in the largest packages is good for the eart1·1. true or false

true
Buying food or drinks in small single serving pac~~ages is good for the earth.
true or false.

false
'w'e can help the earth by being careful v.;trnt \•Ve buy. true or false

true
Taking good care of your toys_. an,j giving U1ern a·f,ia,d or selling thern to
someone else is qood for tr,e earth. true an,j false

true

How many tons of paper that could be recycled are thrown away each year per
person?
a. 40 million
b. 1 million
c. 500 thousand

A
What natural resource is paper made from?
a. grass
b.
stones
c. trees

C
What can you put in a cornpost pi le?
a. apples
b. cans
c. paper

*****************
A
Why
a. it
b. it
c. it

shouldn't vve dump garbage in the ocean?
decornposes faster in a 1andf il 1
po 11 utes the ocean
causes ti da 1 vvaves

B
Vlhen buying iterns be careful for...... ?
a. extra unnecessar-y packagin!J
b. plastic packaging ?
c. paper packaging

A

Away On The Bay
GRADE LEVEL:
1-4
SUB,.JECT AREAS:
reading, science, 1anguage arts
LEARNING LEVEL:
a\Nareness, knowl edqe, attitude
MATERIALS:
"A-Nay On The Bay" script
CONCEPT:
fvlass does not go away. It may change form but it is still there in
a possibly a different form that rnay be environmentally
degrading. Garbage does not disappear V·lhen V'le t11rov·l it out.

OBJECTIVE:
Through par-ticipation in choral reading_. students '•Nill develop an
av-1areness and basic knovvledge of how waste does not go
av·rny. It mer-ely changes its location and maybe its form.

PROCEDU~'.E:
Discuss 'vVaws that \·vaste has been produced in our families and
·-.,...-hat happens to this vvaste v. .·frnn vve are done i·Vi th it. Perf orrn
choral reading as a large group to establisf1 tone and er~pression.
Assign grnups stanzas to memorize an,j perform at the next cless
rneetin!l

AWAY ON THE BAY
This is the tale of a town called AwayA town that was built on the shore of a bay.
A town where the folks didn't think much about
What they dumped in their water day in and day out.
For one thing, a sink was an excellent place
To get rid of messes and not leave a trace.
Cleansers and cleaners and yesterday's lunch
Went away down the drain with a gurgly crunch.
At everyone's house there was laundry to do.
Day after day, how those laundry piles grew!
Load after load was washed, rinsed, and spun
And away went the water when each load was done.
On Main Street each day there were sidewalks to sweep.
The litter and dirt were swept into the street.
And then when it rained, everything washed away
Into drains in the roads that dumped into the bay.
A mill there made "stuff" for the townfolks to use,
But a pipe from the mill churned out oodles of ooze.
And the ooze, well it goozed from the pipe to the bay
Where it bubbled and glubbed as it drifted away.
When the weather was warm, it was always a treat
To sail on the bay and bring picnics to eat.
But when folks were finished, they'd toss all their trash
Overboard and away with a plop and a splash.
Then folks started seeing that things weren't quite right;
The bay had become an unbearable sight.
Beaches were covered with garbage and glop
That rolled in with the waves-and the waves didn't
stop.

So a meeting was called to discuss the sick bay
And townspeople came from all parts of Away.
And during the meeting one person proclaimed,
''I know who's at fault: We all should be blamed."
"For years we've washed chemicals, dirt, and debris
Down our sinks, off our streets, and out pipesso you see,
.
Although we all thought that our waste went away,
It all ended up going into the bay."
"Now the bay is a mess-full of trash, soap, and goop,
The water's turned green-like a bowl of pea soup.
And our wildlife is sick from the garbage and grime;
The bay needs our help, right now while there's time."
The folks were all silent-they knew it was true.
And they realized now what they all had to do.
It was time to get busy-the bay couldn't wait.
If they didn't act now, it might soon be too late.

So they signed an agreement that very same minute
To care for the bay and to stop putting in it
The stuff that had made the bay icky and ill,
Like soaps that pollute and the ooze from the mill.
They also agreed to stop dumping their trash
Overboard and away with a plop and a splash.
And all of their efforts have been a success:
Today the bay's clean and no longer a mess.
And that is the tale of the town called AwayA town where the people, to this very day,
Remember a saying that's simple and plain:
Nothing just goes away when it's washed down the
drain.

The fish in the bay all seemed sluggish and sick,
The algae was everywhere-slimy and thick.
The birds near Away were all suffering_ too,
'Cause the fish they were eating were covered with goo.
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JUNK MAIL POSTER CONTEST
GRADE LEVEL:
3-4
SUBJECT AREA:
art, soci a1 studies, 1anguage arts
LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, knowledQe, attitudes, skills
CONCEPT:
Junl( mail items are an unnecessary contrit,ution to the solid
waste strearn. Public education on how to reduce the amount of
unsollcited junk mail.
OB.JECTI\/E:
Students V·lill construct posters persuading people to reduce U-1e
amount of unso 1i cited j uni( mail de 1i Yered to their mail boxes.
Good poster construction rules should t,e explained prior to
construction of posters.
~1ATERIALS:

paper, posterboard. crayons, rnarkers

PROCEDUF-~E: After a discussion of junl( rnail's negative effect on the
envi rnnrnent, students discuss good poster- construction.
\rlt1en rea,:ly students construct posters. An older group of
students rnay judge the posters according to U-1e teacher's set
criteria.
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Reducing Junk Mail Helps to Keep the Earth Green.
1. In most months the amount of junk mail is 20 pounds of junk mail for every
100 pounds of regular mail. If there is 900 pounds of regular mail delivered
each day, how much junk mail is delivered in a typical day? _ _ _ _ _ __

2. During the months of August and September, there is three times as much junk
mail as usual. How much junk mail is delivered in August and September?

3. It takes 17,000 trees to make one day's junk mai I. How many trees wi II be saved
if one week of junk mail was not made and delivered? _ _ _ _ _ __

4. Make a poster that will persuade people to reduce the amount of unwanted junk
mail delivered to them.
1. Keep the words simple (no more than four words).
2. Make a simple picture.
3. Plan your poster on paper before you begin your poster board.

EXTEND I NG PRODUCT LI FE

GRADE LEVELS:
1-4
SUBJECT AREA:
1anguage

arts, art, matti

LEARNING LEVEL:

awareness, knowledge, attitude, skill
CONCEPT:

Taking good care of objects ·we own r1elps the environment by
reducing wear on tr1e product,trieref ore, reducing the need to
rep 1ace objects. Tt•1i s reduces the amount of so 1id \•vaste
contributed to U-1e \•vaste stream. reuse of ott1er objects suet·, as
paper bags w•i 11 keep them from the \•vaste stream.
OBJECT I 'v'E:

Students v-li 11 discover that they can extend the "life use" ti rne of
objects whose care they are responsible.
MATERIALS:

Book to cover, 1arge paper bag, scissors, tape, metric ruler,
cra\.tons, st in:ers, oU-,er decorating rnateri a1s.
PROCEDURE:

Send horne a letter to parents explaining their need to r,elp
students cornplete ttiis prnject. List materials needed and
instructions. Instruct students to take project t·1orne to complete
with parent's help.

Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(
p,-,

I '\ DIG IN!

You can make your books last longer by making
protective covers for them.

'<..-Y

UNDERCOVER
PROTECTION
r- ECO-INFO
1,f_J

from books
to bicycles, most things last
longer when treated with
care. Things that are in good
shape can be passed on when
you outgrow them. As long
as something is being used,
it stays out of landfills. Also,
objects in use save the resources that would be needed
to make replacements.
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You'll need: book to cover, large paper bag, scissors,
tape, metric ruler, crayons, stickers, magazine photos, other
decorating materials
1. Cut the open paper bag in half as shown in step A.

2. Place the open book, cover down, on a flat surface. Measure the sides of the book to the nearest centimeter (cm). Record
your measurement. Measure and record the length. Add 10 cm
to this measurement to get the final length.
3. Mark and cut a rectangle on one half of the bag using the
final measurements.

4. Center the open book, cover down, on the rectangle as
shown in step B. Fold in the right side of the bag to overlap the
book's back cover. Tape the bag to the inside of the back cover.
5. Close the book as shown in step C. Fold and tape the bag
over the front cover. Less paper wiil overlap this cover. Make
creases along the book's spine by running your fingernail along
its sides.
6. Copy the book title and your name on the new front cover.
Decorate the rest of the cover.
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TAKE ACTION!

.......... .

Follow these hints to help your things last: • Store games in the boxes
they came in. • Use and store items that break easily with special care. • Keep toys and sports
equipment clean and protect them from bad weather. What ideas do you have?
On the back of this sheet, write the actions you will take to extend rhe life of your belongings.
Write the date you will start taking action.
·

Big Bag - Small Bag

GRADE LEVELS

1-4
SUBJECT AREAS
science, maU-1
LEARNING LEV'EL:
a·wt1reness, knowledge, attitudes

CONCEPT:

Consumers can reduce excessive waste t1y t,uying large
pacfrnges instead of single serve pacl<ages.
OBJECTIVE:

To increase tr,e levels of av1areness, know·ledge, attitudes,
t1nd skills of consumers and therefore, reduce the arnount of
solid waste that enters the V·laste stream.
,·1ATERIALS:
Large t,ag of potato chips and single serving package of
potato cMps, paper and pencil, tv10 trays
PROCEDURE:
1. Buy a large t,ag of potato ct-lips and u-,e same quantity of ct-lips in
single serving packages. Note ti-,e cost of eacr1.
2. In class place tr1e large bag on one side of a tattle and small t,ags
on U-1e other. Ask u-,e students wt1icJ1 side of u-,e tat,le trns u-,e
most ct"iips.
3. Ne:~t ernpt~J U-1e contentf; of U-,e 1arge tiag on one tray and U-1e
smaller bags on tr,e 0U-1er tray. Ask wt·11cJ1 package 1·,as tt·,e tr,ost
cJli ps, and v·d·Ji ch package has U-1e n·,ost packaging.
4. On tr,e til ackt,oanj put tt·,e price of u-,e large pacl<a!Je an,j u-,e
price of U-,e smaller- packages. figLwe out U-1e pr-ice pet- package.
continue discussion until '.;tudents t·,ave r-eac1·1ed u-,e conclusion
U-1at e:;::tra packaging is not only tricir-e environmentall~d costly
but trns tr,ore out of U-1e pocket cost.

THAT'S APPEAL ACTIVITY

GRADE LEVELS:

1-4
SUBJECT AREAS:
art, soci a1 studies
LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, knovvl edge, attitudes, ski 11
CONCEPT:
Packaging does not need to be over- done to protect a
product and 1ook at tractive.

OB.JECTIVE:
Students will invent and construct a package for a product that is
environmentally friendly, yet has eye appeal.

MATERIALS:

A wide variety of pieces of colored ce 11 ophane, paper, and
st i eke rs etc., glue, scissors, marf<ers and co 1or cniyons.

KEVV✓ OROS:

8!de appeal_. environmentally fr-iendly

PFWCEDURE:
Give each student an object. such as a nev•l pencil or eraser.
Explain the idea of "eye appeal" in packaging. Discuss
envi ronrnenta 11 (d f ri en,jl y packagi n!l Instruct students to
construct a packa!Je for U-1eir pencil U-1at has e~de appeal t,ut is
envi ronrnenta 11 y f ri en,jl y. Have an older group of students _i udge
tt,e pack:aqes and a-·Nanj prizes. Give a prize to everqone vv't"10 has
1jernonstrate,j effort in the task.
~

~

(

second grade
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The average person in America produces about four pounds of
garbage a day.
Do you think your family produces four pounds of garbage each
day? _ _ __
(

If your family is an average family, how many pounds of
garbage is produced by your family each
day?____
pounds
How much garbage is created by your family in a
week?
_ _ _ pounds
Is most of the family garbage:
(1) paper (2) cans (3) food scraps (4) packages
How much garbage is produced by an average family of four
people each year?
(1) 16000 pounds

(2) 400 pounds

(3) 5840 pounds

THE PLAY
GRADE LEVEL:
1-4
SUBJECT AREAS:
reading, science, language arts
LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, knowledge, attitude
MATERIALS:

"The P1a~f script and desired costumes and props
CONCEPT:
Each person in the United States r,as a responsi bi 1i t4 to behave in
vvays that are good for the environment. One of the best \•vays that
individuals can do this is by reducing unnecessary waste.
OBJECTIVE:
Students wi11 develop an awareness and basic knovv1edge of ho\•V
people in the recent past reduced unnecessary waste.
PROCEDURE:
Discuss wa4s that vvaste has been reduced in our f arnil i es in the
past.t Have older students present ttrn play to younger students.

THE GARBAGE DIET: A SKIT

D
0
□GRADE

LEVELS

04-6

D
D
□ SUBJECT AREAS
□ social

studies

□
□
□CONCEPT
□ We

al I can work to reduce the amount of waste we produce.

□
□
008.JECTIVE
□ To help students to think of I ifestyle changes that would produce less
□waste.

□
□
□MATERIALS
□-

table and chairs
garbage can
□- old radio
□-

□
□
□KEYWORDS
□ reduce,

reuse

□
□
□ PROCEDURE
□CAST

01)
02)
03)
04)
05)
06)
07)
08)
09)

Mother - 42 years old, Mrs. Linda Green, Engineer
Father - 42 years old, Mr. Ken Green, Teacher
Teenager - 16 years old, Maria Green
Elementary school-age child - 8 years old, Joseph Green
Neighbor - Mrs Gray
Relative -Aunt Alice, from New Jersey
Grandparent - Grandma (or Grandpa) 70 years old
Dawn (Maria's friend) - 16 years old
Narrator

□
□
□BACKGROUND

INFORMATION

- I-

□MOTHER:

Mrs. Green works as an engineer. She works hard at her job
because she wants her family to have things. She leaves home
about7 a.m. each day and returns about 6 p.m. She commutes to
her job.

□
□

□

□

□FATHER:

Mr. Green works as a teacher. He leaves home about 7:30 a.m. and
returns about 3:30 p.m. Then he starts to cook dinner and do
other household chores.

□
□

□

□MARIA:

High

School student. Very popular. Does well in school.

□
□JOSEPH:

Third grade student. Very interested in the environment, which
he is now learning about in school.

□

□
□GRANDMOTHER:

Born in 1918. She has seen many changes. When she was born
there was no TV or radio and almost no one owned a car.

□

□
□
□ THE

PLAY

□
□
□NARRATOR:

□

The play begins with Mr. & Mrs. Green, Maria, and Joseph
sitting around the table eating dinner.

□
□MR.

GREEN: What did you do in school today, Joseph?

□
□JOSEPH:

Well, we learned about garbage, Dad.

□
□MR.
□

GREEN: Garbage? Are you kidding? I don't think that's a subject for
the dinner table, Joseph.

□

OJOSEPH: Oh, but it is. Mrs. Driscol I says each person makes 3-4 pounds
□
of garbage everyday. For homework she told us to make a list of
□
some of the things in our garbage.
□
□MARIA:

I don't make four pounds of garbage a day.

□
□JOSEPH:

□

Mrs. Driscoll says teenagers make more than four pounds of
garbage a day.

□
□MARIA:

I don't believe that. I'll bet you make more garbage than I do.

□
□JOSEPH:

Bet I don't.

D
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□ t✓.'R.S. GREEN: Why don't you have a contest to see who can make the least

a

. amount

of garbage in a week?

□

□ JOSEPH:

We could all do it .

.. 11

( ~JOSEPH: Could we Dad? Could we? I could write about it and get extra
a
credit.

a

□ MR.

GREEN: Well, OK, but just for a week.

a
□ MRS. GREEN: I suggest that instead of a contest we make it a family

a
a
a

project. OK? Let's separate things that get thrown out from
things that could be reduced, re-used, or recycled.

□JOSEPH:

a
a
□MRS.
a .

That will reduce the amount of trash that goes to the landfill,
Mom!

GREEN: Is everyone agreed?

□EVERYONE:

"OK"

a
□ NARRATOR:

It's now a quarter to seven in the morning. Maria and Joseph
are eating breakfast.

a
a
(

a
a
a

JOSEPH: Now remember, Maria, newspaper in one pile, then there are cans
for deposit, no-deposit cans, bottles for deposit, no-deposit
bottles, food scraps, plastic ...

□ MARIA:

a
a

I can't remember all that. Who cares about garbage anyway. I'm
too busy.

□JOSEPH:

It's important, Maria. If we don't do something about the
garbage, we're going to have serious problems.

a
a

□ MARIA:

Like what? · -:

a
□JOSEPH: For·· one thing, we won't have any place to put itl For another,

a
a

it really hurts the water.

□ MARIA:

a
□ MRS.

a

That's not my problem. Is it?

GREEN: Hey kids - it's getting late. _Joseph your lunch is on the
counter.

- 3 -

OJGSEPH: But Mom, you used plastic. Plastic is not recyclable.
Q
□ MRS.

GREEN: Joseph, what should we do?

fl
11

. nJOSEPH:

(

Maybe I'll save this clean plastic bag and re-use it tomorrow.

a
□*

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

a
□NARRATOR: It is now evening. Grandmother, Aunt Alice (from New Jersey),

0

and a neighbor have come to visit.

a
DAUNT ALICE:
a

I hear you folks are going on a garbage diet.

.

OMRS. GREEN: Yes, but it's so much extra work.

a

□GRANDMOTHER:

O

a

Well, this might surprise you, but when I was a child we
had no garbage at all.

OMARIA: No garbage? How come Grandma?

a

□GRANDMOTHER:

a
a
(

a

Well, there was just about no plastic at all, and bottles
and cans were pretty scarce too.

IRS. GREEN: _What about spoiled leftovers or scraps? Who collected that?

□ GRANDMA:

a

Weli no one did. We just put it in a compost pile.

□NEIGHBOR:

O

a
a

I've got one of those. I just throw the food in a bin in the
corner of my backyard. Then later, I put it on my flowers. Sure
makes them grow.

OMRS. GREEN: I don't want a smelly pile of food rotting in my backyard.

a

ONEIGf-iBOR: lt_doesn~t .smell .as long·as so'meone remembers to "TURN" it·
0 '· . with a ~hover every nioii~h, or _more often if you have time. .

ll
OMARIA: But that's work!

a

□GRANDMA: Well, Maria,. most worthwhi.le things do involve sorie work~ But
O

a
a

the work has ·to be shared. For example, your parents work away
from home all day so it might be up to the rest qf you to help .
out.

- 4 -

.

□ N~IGHBOR:

Here in our community recycling's easy. All you need are two
One for things that can be recycled, the other for things
that cannot.

. pails.

□.

0
0

"

□ MARIA:

But Grandma, what did you do with all the packages after the food
was all gone?

(
□

□ GRANDMA:

Well, there were almost no packages.

□
□ JOSEPH:

You must have starved!

□

□ GRANDMA:

It wasn't as easy to get food as it is now, but we managed.

□
□ MARIA:

What did you do?

□
□ GRANDMA:

Well, just about everyone grew a lot of food in the backyard.
Then we cooked the food and stored them in special jars. That's
called "canning." Just about everyone had a canning closet full
of food which they hoped would last a long time. Potatoes,
turnips, carrots, and sweet potatoes were kept in the basement.
No .plastic bags, no metal cans, no cardboard boxes.

□
□
□
□

□

□
□ MRS.

GREEN: And no food in February.

□
('tRANDMA: Oh, it rarely got that bad, but it's like anything else ... there
u
are advantages and disadvantages to having packages.
□
□JOSEPH:

Weren't there stores when you were young Grandma?

□
□ GRANDMA:

Oh there were stores, but you had to bring your own container
in which to take the food home. Or, the store gave you a
container which you had to give back later.

□
□

□
□AUNT

□

□

ALICE: It seems to me that you people in cities have more garbage
problems
than
in other places.
.
.

□ MRS. GREEN: That's because our drinking water is under the ground. When
□

□

garbage is thrown out on the ground, any parts that dissolve can
go into the water if not properly managed.

□
□.MARIA:

But that means we can never throw anything out!

□
□ MRS.

,,

GREEN: That's not as hard as it sounds, Maria. Take that old radio
yOu threw away this morning.

u '
: QMARI~: Oh, that radio was broken, Mom.
0
□GRANDMA: Yes, but I'll bet your school has a course in electricity.

-e □
( '1ARIA: Why didn't I think of that? They could probably have fixed it.
u
But I don't want that radio anyway.
□

□GRANDMA: Yes, but there are people who don't have any radio at all.
□

l'tl

bet they'd be happy to get a fixed-up old radio.

□

□MARIA:

a

How come you're so smart, Grandma?

□JOSEPH:

a

□ MR.

a

She's not smart, Maria. She's just old.

GREEN: JOSEPH!

□ GRANDMA:

Joseph is right. People learn by making mistakes. The older
you are, the more mistakes you've made, and the more you've
learned.

a
a
a
□MR.

a
a
(

GREEN: That's why we have recycling. It's as though everyone is
saying, ·"we've made mistakes, but now we've learned." But even
if we repair, recycle, and reduce, we still will have some
garbage that will need to be incinerated or sent to a landfill.

L.

□ GRANDMA:

What have you learned, Ken?

a
□ MR.

a
a

GREEN: I was afraid you were going to ask me that. I've learned that
going on a garbage diet isn't easy.

□JOSEPH:

But it's important. Right, Dad?

a
□MR.

GREEN:Right, Joseph.

a

·.. □NEIGHBOR: "It's :not enough -to talk about it. Everyone has to" do something .
a

□

about it. Wouldn't it be great if every family went on a garbage
diet?

a
□ MARIA:

We would have the world's smallest garbage dump!

a
□ MRS. GREEN: And the cleanest water. Joseph has taught us that.

a
n- -

DOOR BELL RINGS
- 6 -

•

0 ,

_.

□MRS ..GREEN:

Maria, it's your friend, Dawn.

D
□ DAWN:

Hi, Maria. Want to go to the mall?

'00

( · MRIA: OK, Dawn, but first I have to go through my garbage pail.

u
□ DAWN:

Your garbage pail????

□
□ MARIA:

Yes. I want to find an old radio I threw out this morning.

□
□ DAWN:

OK, but some people are weird.

□

□ MARIA:

It's not weird. You want clean water, don't you?

□

□ DAWN:

Well, sure, I guess.

□

□ MARIA:
□

·

Well it's not enough to talk about it. We have to do something
about it.

□

□MR.

GREEN: We ALL have to do something about it.

□
□

0--------------------------

t=ormatted for EE-Link 2/94
u,ile Location: Class Resources/Cornell's/4-6 Activities/The Garbage Diet:
□.

□

- 7 -

Dear Parents,
We are studying about reducing the amount of waste that goes into
our landfills. Most of the household waste that goes into the landfill is
packaging of various types. Most of this packaging is unnecessary
material that is used to enhance the eye appeal of the product rather
than protect it from damage or spoilage. This wasteful practice is
harmful to our environment in many ways.
Please help your child complete the following assignment which
is intended to enhance awareness of product packaging practices.
Package Scavenger Hunt
How many examples of
unnecessary product
packaging can you find
in your home today?
List the products below.

(

How many examples of
good packaging practices
can you find in your home
today?
List the products below.

¼'HAT IS THIS TOY TRUCK MADE OF? ACTIVITY

□
D
□ GRADE LEVELS: K-3

□
□ SUBJECT

D
□

AREAS:
social studies
science

□
□CONCEPT:
□

Many natural resources may be needed to
make one object.

□

DOBJECTIVE: To identify how many resources are used
□
to produce an item and why each resource is so
□
important.
□
□ MATERIALS:
□
□

□

- handout: "What Is This Made Of" Record Sheet
- pencil
- ask students to bring in a toy truck or

□ other

item to be discussed

□
□ KEYWORDS:

natural resources

□
□BACKGROUND:
□

□
□
□

Use an object that youth are familiar
with to .explore how many resources are used to
make it. Youth should realize that everything
is made from a natural resource. Example:
pencil, house, bicycle, car, softball.

□
□ PROCEDURE:

□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Take an item that you are familiar with and
list all the raw materials needed to produce
it.
Example: A toy truck is made of:
wood
paint
plastic
steel
rubber

□
□--------

□

- I -

RATERS OF THE PLANET
(

Eco ___________~
llATER'S NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PRODUCT RATING SIIEEf

Choose five Earthling products and rate their impact on the environment As you select products to rate,
look for at least one example of a product you feel is useless and an example of a very useful product
PRODUCT

EsrIMATED ENERGY USE
HIGH
MEDIUM Low

l..oNGl!VITY
DISPOSABLE l..oNG-1..AsrING

MATERIAL
NONRENEWABLE/

RENEWABLE/
NONBIODEGRADABLB BIODEGRADABLE

(
Which product(s) would you describe as useless? Why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Which product(s) do you feel are worthwhile or useful? Why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ADVICE TO EARTHLINGS

Based on your ratings of Earthling products, make some
recommendations which would help Planet Earth to reduce
wastes and save energy. Be specific.

Note: Collect a sample ofa useless product and a useful product
and bring them in for other raters to inspect.
(Reprinted from Living Light/yon the Planet-Volume l., Schlitz Audubon Society)
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EXTENDING PRODUCT LIFE

GRADE LEVELS:
1-4
SUB,.JECT AREA:

language arts, art, math
LEARNING LEVEL:

awareness, h1owledqe, attitude, sf<ill
CONCEPT:

Taking good care of our possessions helps u-,e environment by
reducing wear on the possession, therefore, reducing the need to
replace opossessions with sornething nevv. Tt-1is reduces u-,e
arnount of solid waste contributed to the \Naste strearn. Reuse of
other objects suet·, as paper bags \•Vi 11 f(eep them from the waste
stream.
06,.JECT I VE:

Students wil 1 discover that they can e;<tend the "1 if e use" ti me of
objects whose care they are responsible.
t·1ATERIALS:

Book to cover, large paper- bag, scissors, tape, rnetric ruler,
crnwons, stickers, ott·,er decorntinq materials.
~

~

PROCEDUF-:E:

Send t·,orne a letter to parents explaininq U-1eir need to t·1elp
students cornplete this project. Li st rnater-ial s neede,j and
instructions. Instruct students to taf(e project r,orne to complete
··,·viU-1 parent's t·,elp.

. ,1Q-,/'GENJNG-RID -OF
. •GAtBKGE~·PR6PERLY
.~ '"'\'.'

Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.

.

..

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

p,-.

lJl DIG IN!

This experiment shows what can happen if dangerous garbage is not disposed of properly.

HANDLE
WITTI CARE
F=

~J ECO-INFO

(

Many
products do not affect the
environment until they
become garbage. For
example, batteries are not
harmful when they are being
used in a radio. However,
old batteries can leak dangerous metallic elements
into soil or water if they are
not disposed of properly.
Polluted water can poison
animals and plants. Things
that might be harmful should
be disposed of properly.

You'll need: dear plastic cup filled with water, dull knife, stalk
of celery with leaves left on, food coloring, eyedropper, ruler
Record your answers and observations on the back of this sheet.
1. Use a few drops of food coloring to "pollute" the water.
Wait a few minutes. What happens?

2. Cut off the bottom 3 centimeters (cm) of the celery stalk.
Look at the area of the celery that you cut. Describe its color
and texture.
3. Put the celery in the water as shown. Measure and mark the
water level in the cup. Leave the celery in the water for two hours.
4. Remove the celery and pat it dry. Cut off the bottom 1 cm
of the celery. What does the cut area look like? Keep cutting off
1-cm pieces until'you reach the leaves. What do you see?
5. Did the celery use any of the "polluted" water? How do
you know? What do you think would happen to the celery if the
pollution had been dangerous? What would happen to a person
or an animal that ate the celery?

~ {i}rP')
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TAKE ACTION!

• • • • • • • • • • •

·'/4e:: ,.._ ~ -

Have a family discussion abour which household items could be harmful to people.
Whar ideas do you or your family have? On the back of this sheer, write the actions you will take
to get rid of garbage properly. Wrire rhe date you will start taking action.

(

First Grade
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The average person in America produces about
four pounds of garbage a day.

(

If your family was an average family, how many
pounds of garbage is produced by your family each
day?____
pounds
How much garbage is created by your family in a
week?____
pounds
Is most of the family garbage:
(1) paper (2) cans (3) food scraps ( 4) packages

i~"'?01

Bu_Y_I_N___c_G___c_R_E___:_C_Yc_·,J_.~A-B-LE~IT_E_M_s----------'

6
_
,
_

Dare _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~

lillJ DIG IN!

CLUES TO USE
[!) ECO-INFO

Want to
give a product new life?
Give recycling a try! Items
that can be recycled are
recyclable. You can help
save landfill space by buying recyclable items when
you have the choice. Buying
recyclable items is a good
start toward helping our
environment. However, to
really make an impact, you
must also recycle the items
you buy. You will learn
about recycling in Work
Sheets 10 and 11.

Use the clues to fill in the puzzle. Answers include recyclable materials and recyclable items commonly found at stores.
Across
2. Recyclable metal

4. Pop.open, gulp, gulp,
recycle (Two words - first
word rhymes with pink; second
word r_hy!Iles with fans.)

7. Bleach, laundry soap,
and window cleaner come in
recyclable _ _ _ __
8. 2-liter drink bottles are
made from recyclable _ __

Down
1. Careful! This recyclable
material shatters.

3. Recyclable holiday, birthday mail (two words)
5. Pickles, olives, and jelly
come in recyclable _ __
6. Recyclable metal wrap
for leftover food.
8. Write on it, read it, and
recycle it.

9. Corn flakes come in
recyclable _ _ __

/q~

\\ i,'l\
\~)

¾~

.......... .

TAKE ACTION! Copy the answers from your puzzle onto a clean sheet of paper. You can take
the list shopping, loan rhe list to a parent going to the store, and put the list on the refrigerator as a
reminder. What ideas do you have? On the ba,;k of this sheet, ~vrite the actions you will take to
buy recyclable items. W~ite the date·you will start raking action.
·
/,~
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Keeping A Close Watch Glasses
GRADE LEVEL:

1-2
SUBJECT AREAS:
art, science
LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, ~rnowledge, attitude
MATERIALS:
'Norkst1eets, color crnuons,
strinQ,
·~ scissors
CONCEPT:

Much of the solid waste v-1e see today is unnecessary V·laste.

OBJECTIVE:

Students v'lill develop an awareness of tr,e need to watc:1"1 out for
rnaking unnecessary waste suet-, as single serving packages or one
use items

PROCEDURE:

In a 1arge group discuss \•vays U-,at vv·e can look for unnecessary
waste. Students are to work 1Nitr1 U-1eir older partner to make U-1e
glasses u-,e,d can use to look for- unnecessary Wfl'.:;te ~;ucr, as single
serving packages or one use i terns.

\

(

EARTH

PIN

GRADE LEVEL:
1-2
SUBJECT AREAS:
art, social studies
LEARNING LEVEL:
a\•vareness, attitude

\•vorksheets., color crayons, string, scissors, glue

CONCEPT:
Our earth needs help to keep its ecosystems healthy.

OBJECTIVE:
Students V'li ll develop 13'Wareness of the need for people to
help keep the earth healthy and develop a healthy attitude
towards rneeting this need to the best of their ability.

PROCEDURE:
Discuss hov·l 'Ne can help keep our earth healthy by being careful
about making garbage. Students \"v'ill then work \·Vith their older
partners to color the world figure, cut it out, paste it togetherand pin it on their shirt.

it

Earth Pattern

Student's name

···············································. ···········. ····················· . -· .. ------······························································

Teacher: Use this animated earth pa«ern whh the bulletin board ideas on page 6.
e Frank Schaffer Publications, Inc.

7a reproducible "page

FS-8062 Changos-The Earth

OUR EARTH FRIENDLY FOOD
GRADE LEVEL:

1-2
SUBJECT AREAS:
reading, science
LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, lo-,ov-tl edge, attitude
MATERIALS:
pencil, skill sheet
CONCEPT:
Some of the consumer goods we purchase are more eartr, friendly,
that is have 1ess negative irnpact on our environrnent, than otr,er
qoods.

OBJECTIVE:
Students Viill evaluate which iterns are the most "earth friendly"
and notate their choice on tr,e ski 11 sheet.

PROCEDURE:
Discuss \•vr,icr, iterns we purct-iase are tt·,e most earn, friendly and
whict·, are less earn, friendly. Have students evaluate iterns on tt-,e
ski 11 sheet . Cr,eck in c1ass and discuss.
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Wise Toy Rating

GRADE LEVELS
1- 4

SUB.JECT AREAS:
language, science
LEARNING LEVEL:
av·rnreness, knm·vledge_. attitudes, skill
CONCEPT:
Manufacturing toys has an inpact on the environment.
the amount of impact the environmental cost.

We call

OB.JECT I VE:
Students v·dll evaluate t11e environmental cost of various
toys and choose the toy they think has the greatest and 1east
grnatest envi ronmenta 1 cost.

MATERIALS:
Evaluation st1eet

PROCEDUF-'.E:
In a large gn=iup ,jiscus'.:: environrnental cost t the best of the
participating student's etiilit~d to unser'.:;tend. ChiMr-en·s
parents are to help tt1ern select a toy to enter- into the choice
activity. Ase lan;ie group ,jiscuss eac:t-1 toy an,j have student'.:;
rate each toy on U-1ei r ::J1eet. Corntii ne tat,ul ati ons an,j
discuss at ne;~:t cl a::;::; rneet i ng.

Decide if you think each of these
toys is worth the environmental
lt:~~cost.

1. no

maybe

yes

2. no

maybe

yes

3. no

maybe

yes

4. no

maybe

yes

5. no

maybe

yes

6. no

·maybe-

yes.

7. no

maybe

yes

8. no

maybe

yes

9. no

· maybe

yes

10. no

maybe

yes

\I/HAT CAN THE \II ASTE BE?

GRADE LEVEL:

1-2
'.=;UBJECT AREAS:
art, science
LEARNING LEVEL:
avvareness, Im owl edge, attitude
MATERIALS:
CONCEPT:
r1ost of our countries waste is made up of paper. Food, yard waste,
glass, metal_. plastic an,j a variety of miscellaneous objects make
up our solid vvaste.

OB.JECTIVE:
Students '•Nill develop an av·.:arenes of the contents of our solid
\•Vaste strnarn by co 1or co,ji ng a chcn-t.

PROCEDURE:
Discuss the so 1i d ''l"laste ~n-otil erns \·Ve now have in our countr!J
Have stwjents pre,ji ct \•Vl"lat the contents of our garbage
are. ~;tudents color can acorijing to directions.

What" Can" the Waste Be?
the paper part of u-,e chart red.
the food part of the chart. blue.
theyard waste part of the chart green.
the glass part of the cl1art. purple.
5. Color the met.al part of the chart gray.
6. Color the plz6t.ic part of U-,e c1-,ar-t. yellow
7. Color the other part of t.11e chart black.
8. What. is the big9e:3t kind of waste? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1. Color
2. Color
3. Color
4. Color

·FOOD

THE \I/UMP WORLD

GRADE LEVEL:

1-2
SUBJECT AREAS:
reading, language arts, science
LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, knowledge, attitude
f1ATERIALS:
The \•\lump World by Bil 1 Peet
follm•v up skill sheets and pencils
CONCEPT:
Some creatures can be irresponsible about caring for the
envi ronrnent by exp 1oi ting natura 1 resources and po 11 uti ng
the environment.

OB.JECTIVE:
Students vvil 1 ,jeve 1op a·. .varenes of t,ehavi ors that 1eave a neqati ve
i rnpact on the envi ronrnent.

PROCEDU~'.E:
~'.ead the t11Jo~< to students an,j ,ji scuss the storq.
Have stwjents work ·vvlth their partners to fill in the semantic v,;et,
vvi th behaviors of both qn:iups of character-s in the book. Use the
compare and contrast t:k:i 11 st1eet in the serne \·vey.

Name ______________________

The Wump World

Semantic Web Outline

Title

II 286 Thematic Unit -

Ecology

12

© 1991 Teacher Created Materials, /r,c.

\Jame ______________________

The Wump World

Compare and Contrast
)ivide students into small groups. Direct each group to brainstorm ways in which the Wumps and Pollutians
ire alike and ways in which they are different. Have them record their comparisons on the chart. Then transfer
heir writing to the proper sections of the Venn Diagram below.

Pollutians

Wumps

© 1991 Taachor Croated Materials, Inc.

9

# 286 Thematic Unit -

Ecology

Muffin IT Mix Up
GRADE LEVEL:
1-4
SUBJECT AREAS:
math, 1anguage arts
LEARNING LEVEL:
awareness, knowledge_. attitude
CONCEPT:
The most convenient muffins cost the most in V·.'este and out of the
pocket e:.:pense.

OBJECTIVE:
Students ··,·vil1 \·vork v·lith parents to answer questions on the
worksheet. Theq should reach the conclusion that convenience is
costly.

PROCEDURE:
Follo\,.l instructions on \·vork sheet.

Cinnamon Apple Muffins
Study the "Ci nnarnon App 1e f1uffi ns" sheet to find the answers to the
following questions.

1. Which muffin takes the most steps to prepare? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. Which muffin takes the least steps to prepare? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3. Which muffin costs the most for a package?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. Which rnuffin costs the most for each muffin?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5.

v✓ hict·1

muffin rnal(es tlie rnost waste? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6. v-/hich muffin makes the least waste? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7. vlhich muffin is the rnost convenient'? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8. \·v'hich muffin is the least convenient? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
9. Fill in U-1e blanks.

Tt·1e _ _ _ e:-<pensive muffin is the _ _ _ convenient to buy.
To save rnoney and \•Vaste, you should buy
'w'hi ch muffin do you think tastes the best?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ '?

-" .
CINNAMON APPLE MUFFINs
1 serving = 1 muffin

-~.

t

]

~

BRAND AND SIZE

PIECES OF
WASTE GENERATED

TOTAL PRICE UN1T PRICE

STEPS TO PREPARE

(8 servings)

Homemade Muffins
(flour, applesauce,
eggs, milk, spices)

I can, 1 egg shell

,80

, I0/serving

Measure and mix all
ingredients, fill cups,
bake

:....

C:
::,

Jiffy Muffin Mix
(milk and egg added)

I box, 1 envelope
1 egg shell

,36

Martha White Muffin Mix

I envelope

.59

Pepperidge Farm Frozen Muffins

2 boxes, 2 cellophanes
8 muffin papers

1.89

,045/serving

<'
(1>

Add milk and egg, mix,
fill cups, bake

~

.07/serving

Mix, fill cups, bake

~·

.32/serving

Open box and remove 6
pieces of cellophane

~

Open container

~-"'

vi

2.
5·
~
C:

,.,a-

Bakery Muffins

];

§!

Hostess Mini Muffins

2 plastic holders + lids
·· .. 8 muffin papers

1.99

.33/serving

I box, 4 envelopes

2.39

,24/serving
(2 mini muffins)

Q

g
-5

Open box and envelopes

>~

g_]·
C: ~

ig
I 2·

·< -

* Price Information - Tampa, Florida - May, 1991

~[

The use of brand names is solely for the purpose of providing specific information, It is not an endorsement of the product aixl does
not signify approval to the exclusion of others.
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NECESSARY WRAPPERS? ACTIVITY

□
□
□GRADE

LEVELS: K-3

□
□ SUBJECT AREAS:
□
□

math
social studies

□
□CONCEPT:

□

Some pack.aging is needed to protect the
product, but how much is enough?

□

□oBJECTIVE: Student will realize that large amounts
□

D

of pack.aging may be used to wrap products they
buy.

□
OMATERIALS:
□
pack.aged items or empty pack.aging, such as
□
drink boxes, styrofoam
□
containers, pack.aging for convenience foods

-

□
DKEY\o\ORDS:

product, pack.aging, durable

□

□BACKGROUND: One out of every $11 is spent on
□
□
□
□

□
□

product pack.aging in the United States. In our
disposable lifestyles, we have gotten into the
habit of buying items for convenience. We
don't think about how much or what we throw
away. In this exercise, find out how much
waste is from pack.aging.

□
□

□ PROCEDURE:

□
□

1. Divide students into smal I groups.

□
□
□

2. Ask each chi Id to carefully unwrap the
product, saving all pack.aging.

□
□
□

□

3. Weigh the pile of pack.aging and pile of
product. Which weighs more, the product
or the pack.aging?

□
□

4. Ask the children why there are so many

- 1-

□
□
□

wrappers. Identify the possible purpose
of each. Ask: If you were going to
package an item, how would you do it?

□

□

□
□

5. Ask the children to identify the source
of raw materials for packaging, i.e., the
plastic, the aluminum, the paper.

□
□
□
□

6. Ask the children to think of other things
that their families buy that come in
packages.

□
□
□

□

7. Ask: If we reduce the amount of
packaging, will we reduce the amount of
garbage?

□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

8. How can we help?
Buy items in bulk and divide into
durable containers for
lunches.
Buy easily recyclable packaging - glass
and metal.
Let stores know when there are overpackaged items such as
vegetables, lunch meats, or convenience

-

-

-

.□ foods.

□

□
□
□

- Write letters to companies that are
over packaging.
- Think before you buy.

□ FOLLOW-UP:

□
□

Where does packaging go if you throw it away?

□

□
□

How can you reduce the amount of packaging in
your garbage can?

□
□
□

a
□
□

Name two types of packaging that are difficult
to recycle and two that are easy to recycle.
How are products packaged in other countries
(e.g., Mexico, China, Europe)?

□
□
- 2 -

MAKING PAPER FROM PAPER ACTIVITY

a
a
□ GRADE

LEVELS: K-3

a
□ SUBJECT

AREAS:
art
science

□
□

a

□ CONCEPT:

How can new paper be made from old?

□

□ OBJECTIVE:

Making paper.

□

□ MA TE RIALS:

□

for every 2-3 students:
- a piece of window screen 5" square
a pan big enough for the screen to lie

□

-

□

□ flat

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

- a large spoon
- 2 Tbls. of liquid starch
- a large jar, can or rolling pin
- 2 pieces of blotting paper ( ordinary
paper) the same size as the screen
- 2 blank 8-1 /2 x 11 pieces of paper
- 2 sections of newspaper
- 2 cups of hot water
- blender

□ KEYWORDS:

paper, reuse

□
□ PROCEDURE:

□
□

□
□
□

1. Tear paper into very small pieces in the
pan (do not cut). Add 2 cups of hot water
and stir for 3-5 minutes. Use a blender
for best results in making pulp.

a
□
□
□
□

2. Add Tbls. of starch and stir 3 more
minutes. Slide screen under the paper
pulp and move pulp around until screen is
completely covered.

□
□
□

3. Lift screen out, let it drain a few
seconds, then place it on a piece of
- 1 -

□
□
□
□

□
□

-□
□
□

□
□

blotting paper on a section of newspaper.
Place another sheet of blotting paper on
top, and then the second section of
newspaper.
4. Press the excess water out by rolling the
jar, can or rolling pin over the
newspaper. Take off the top newspaper,
turn the blotting paper sandwich over and
take off the top piece of blotting paper
and the screen.

□
□
□
□

□

5. Let the recycled paper dry for 2 hours,
then loosen it from the blotting paper
and gently peel it off. Let the recycled
paper dry overnight before writing on it.

□

□ FOLLOW

□
□
□
□
□

□

UP: Discussion questions:

1. How does your new paper look?
(thick, lumpy, ragged)
2. Would you like to recycle all your own
paper yourself?

□
□
□
□

3. Do you get the same amount of new paper
out as you put old paper in?
(no, you get less because there is some waste)

□
□
□
□---------------------------□ Formatted for EE-Link 2/94
□ File Location: Class Resources/Cornell's/K-3, Summary/Making Paper
□
□
□.

□
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SCHOOL FOOD WASTE ACTIVITY
□
□
□ GRADE

LEVELS: 4-6

□
□

□ SUBJECT

□ social

AREAS:
studies, math

D
D
□ CONCEPT
□ What foods do students throw away? How much? For what reasons? What
Dare som-e of the ways to decrease food waste?
D
D
□ OBJECTIVE: Students will see how much food is thrown away at their
□school each day.

□
□

OMATERIALS:
D1. plastic disposable gloves for handling food
02. 2 data sheets: "School Food Waste Data" and "Foods Thrown Away"
D
03. optional materials:
04 ..2 trash containers, one for food and the other for other materials
05. several 1/2-gallon or gallon milk containers to collect leftover milk
06. tape recorder, camera, and video tape recorder
D
D
□ KEYWORDS
□ waste

D
D
□ PROCEDURE:

D
OT o find the total amount of milk and food thrown away:
D
01) Ask people to give you their leftover milk when they clear their
□ trays. Pour the milk into half-gallon or gallon containers. On the data
□ sheet, record the number of containers filled and the sizes of the
□ containers.

□

02) If you can use a large scale, ask people to separate all the leftover
□ food from other trash and to place it in a separate trash container
- 1 -

I

I

Dafter lunch. Subtract the weight of the empty container from the weight
□ of the full container to determine how many pounds of food were thrown
□ away. Record the information.
0

03) To determine what foods are thrown away, look at the day's menu and
□ fill out a data sheet with names of foods on the menu. Use extra spaces
Oto record the contents of bag lunches. Then stand by the trash
□ containers and observe which foods are thrown away. Estimate the
□ amounts of foods thrown away and record the information using check
□ marks.

0

04) To learn why people don't eat their food, interview students and
or write down their comments.

□ tape-record

0

OS) To learn about another side of the problem, interview cafeteria
Ask whether any foods are throw away in the kitchen and what
□ happens to leftovers. Find out what government guidelines and
Orequirements the cafeteria must follow when planning and preparing
□workers.

□ meals.

0

06) Also talk to the custodial staff. They can tell you whether the
□ results on the day of your survey were typical.
□
□

□ Results

□

□ You

should now be able to answer your questions about food waste. Use
information gathered to make some suggestions about how to decrease
□ food waste at school. You may present the results of your study in some
□ of the following ways:
□the

□

□ 1.

02.
03.
04.
OS.
06.
07.
08.
□ 9.

drawings, photographs
movies, videotapes
newspaper articles
letters
oral reports
class discussions
posters
graphs and charts
taped interviews

□
□
□
**********************************************************************
- 2 -

I;

**
D
□ Name:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D
□ Date:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D
D

□

□SCHOOL

FOOD WASTE DATA

□

□ 1)

□

□

Total Pounds of Food Thrown Away:
a) Weight of food trash container AFTER lunch= _ _ _ pounds

□
□

b) Weight of food trash container BEFORE lunch= _ _ _ pounds

□
□

c) Total weight of food thrown away - - - - pounds

□
□

□ 2)

Total Amount of Milk Thrown Away:

□

□

a) Number of 1 /2-gallon cartons filled with milk - - - - 1 /2-gal.

□
□

OR

□

□

b) Number of gallon cartons filled with milk=--- gallons

□
□
□

□ QUESTIONS

□

□ 1)

How many pounds of food were thrown away at lunch?

□
□

□ 2)
□

□
□

□ 3)

How many kilograms of food were thrown away at lunch?

(1 kilogram = 2.2 pounds)

How many half-gallons of milk were thrown away at lunch? _ __

□
□
□ 4. How many gallons of milk were thrown away at lunch?
□
□
- 3 -

OS.
□

How many half-pints of milk were thrown away at lunch?
quarts = 4 pints = 8 half-pints)

(1 half-gallon = 2

□
□

□ 6.

□
□

Figuring on 1 80 days of school per year, and using your
findings as a typical day, how many pounds of food are
thrown away at your school in one year?

□
□

□

**********************************************************************
**
□
□
□ Name:

□

□ Date:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

__________

□

□

□FOODS

THROWN AWAY

□

□ Whole
□School

Lunch Food

Whole
Serving

More than
1/2-serving
1/2 serving
or less

□

□
□
□

I,

□

□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□
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SOLID WASTE/RECYCLING ACTIVITY
0
0
□ GRADE

LEVELS

04-6
0
0
□ SUBJECT

□ social

AREAS
studies, home economics, math

0
0
□ CONCEPT
□ Stimulate

thought on what we throw away.

0
0
□ OBJECTIVE
□To

see what percentage of waste is packaging.

□
□

□ MATERIALS

□
□ 1.

examples of household garbage items
paper
□ 3. felt markers or crayons
□ 4. glue sticks
□ 5. handout: HOME RECYCLING SURVEY (2 pages)
□
□
□ 2.

□ KEYWORDS
□ precycling,

recycling

□
□

□ BACKGROUND

□

□ When

we throw away garbage, it usually ends up in a landfill. Landfill
is getting increasingly scarce, and every time we throw something
□away we throw with it the energy, the money, the raw materials, and the
□water it took to make it.
□
□The average American throws away 4 oounds oi' garbage per day. In 1 990,
□ it is estimated that Americans will throw a.vva.y over 1 mtffion tons ::tf
□ aluminum cans and foil, more than 11 million tons of glass bottles and
□jars, over 4 and a half million tons of office paper and nearly 10
□ million tons of newspaper. Almost all of this material could be
□space

- 1-

□ recycled.

0
□ Recycling saves large amounts of energy. Recycling one glass jar saves
□ enough energy to light a 100-watt light bulb for four hours. Recycling

Done soda can saves as much energy as if the can were half full of
□ gasoline.

0
□ When

waste products are recycled, fewer raw materials are used.
□ Americans threw away 35 billion aluminum cans last year - we threw away
□ enough aluminum to build an entire air fleet four times over. Recycling
□ paper reduces the pressure on our forests for wood pulps.
□
□
□ PROCEDURE

0
□ Collect

a variety of household items that are thrown into the garbage.
□Try to include items which could be used again, such as paper grocery
□ bags, aluminum foil, and things which create "instant" garbage such as
□ disposal diapers and overpackaged products. Also include items which
□ could be recycled, such as newspapers or glass jars.
□
□ Introduce the notion of reuse by displaying a variety of household items
□ which are frequently thrown into the garbage but could be used for other
□ purposes. Ask students to describe uses for each of these household
□ products. Survey the class by holding up each item and asking for a show
□ of hands if the item could probably be found in their garbage at home.
□
□ Tell the class that, in order to reduce the amount of garbage we
□ produce, some of the items could be used again and some could be
□ "replaced" at the store by purchasing other products in the first place.
□ For example, nondisposable items produce less garbage than items made to
□ be used only once. Explain to the students that when we use an item
□ more than once (for the same or different use) we call it re-using.
□ Recycling is remaking a product.
0
□ Students will take home a set of questions {the HOME RECYCLING SURVEY)
□ to be answered by them and at least one family member.
0
0
□ FOLLOW-UP

0
□ Discuss

□
0

the following questions:

- What items can be found in the garbage in most of our households?
- 2 -

□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□

□
□
□
□

- Are any of the items used again (reused) in most of our
households?
- If so, what are they used for?
- Does our town have a place where people can take items to be
recycled?
- If so, have any of you ever been there? What kinds of things did
you take to be recycled?
- Where do most of the people we surveyed think our garbage goes
once it leaves our homes?
- What are some ways that you might reduce the amount of garbage in
your home?

□ HOME

RECYCLING SURVEY

□
□

□ 1.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Put X's by the items that go into your garbage:
cans (aluminum and/or tin)
glass bottles
paper
aluminum foil
styrofoam (containers or packaging materials)
cardboard
disposable diapers
plastic containers
newspapers
grocery bags (paper or plastic)
egg cartons
batteries
clothing
catalogs and magazines
- 3 -

□
□

□ 2.
□

Which items (of those listed above) could be recycled - by you or
someone else?

□
□
□
□
I]
I]
I]
I]

□ 3.

Does your town or city have a place to recycle any of these items?

I]
I]

_

Yes

_

No

__ I don't know

I]
I]

□ 4.
I]

Where does your garbage go once it leaves your house? (Draw a
picture or explain in words.)

I]
I]
I]
I]
I]
I]
I]
I]

□ 5.
I]

What are the benefits and drawbacks of recycling to your family?

□

Benefits:

I]
I]
I]
I]
I]

□

- 4 -

□

□

Drawbacks:

□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□

□ 6.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□ 7.

List five products commonly purchased by your family that produce
"instant garbage". They may come packaged in such a way that you
throw away packaging as soon as you open them or they may be
disposable so that you throw them away after using them only one
time. Can you think of any alternatives to these products?
Instant garbage

Possible alternative

How does reusing things help the environment?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
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r-61X AND MATCH WASTE GAME
D
D

0GRADE LEVELS
04-6
D
D
0SUBJECT AREAS
0science, social studies
□
□
□ CONCEPT

□There

are many options for dealing with solid wastes.

□
□

□ OBJECTIVE

OTo learn some of the vocabulary associated with solid wastes.
□
□
□ MATERIALS

□ handout:

Mix and Match Waste Game

□
□

□ KEYWORDS

□ leachate,

sanitary landfill

□ PROCEDURE:

□ Have

the students complete the Mix and Match Waste Game.

□

□Answers:1-C,

□

2-E, 3-A, 4-1, 5-F, 6-G, 7-B, 8-J, 9-K, 10-H, 11-D, 12-L,
13-M, 14-N.

□

□ Mix

and Match Waste Game
to match the words on the left column to the descriptions in the
□ right column.
□
□ 1. __ Compost pile
A. When natural materials break down and
□
becomes soil.
02. __ Conservation
□
B. Dirty.
03. ___ Decomposition
□
C. A place to put vegetable peels, leaves,
04. __ Environment
and grass clippings where they will
□
decompose to humus.
□ 5. ___ Leachate
□Try

-l-

□
□ 6.
□
□ 7.

□
□ 8.

□

□ 9.

D. Chemicals and some industrial and
___ Natural resources
household wastes that are harmful to all
living things.
___ Polluted
E. Wise use of our natural resources to avoid
__ Recycling
waste.
__ Reuse

F. The dirty water that collects after rain
runs through a landfill.
□ 10. ___ Sanitary landfill
□
G. Things we depend on in our environment
□ 11 . ___ Toxic waste
that are supplied by nature, such as air,
□
water,soil, and wildlife.
□ 1 2. ___ Waste wise
□
H. A place where garbage is properly buried
□ 13. __ Solid waste
to protect water and the surrounding
□
environment.
□ 14. ___ Resource Recovery
□
I. The world around us.
□

a
□

a

J. Collecting and using materials to make new
products.

□

a
□
□

K. Using items more than one time, i.e.
peanut butter jars to hold buttons or
nails.

□
□
□

L. Using our heads about conserving,
recycling, and any problems we might have
dealing with solid waste.

a
a

M. Everything we throw away, i.e., glass,
□
metal, plastic, and kitchen scraps.
□
□
N. A place where waste is burned and energy
□
is plant produced.
□
□
□
□-------------------------□ Formatted for EE-Link 2/94
□ File Location: Class Resources/Cornell's/4-6 Activities/Mix & Match Word Gme
□.

□
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DOES DEGRADABLE PLASTIC REALLY DEGRADE? ACTIVITY
□

0
□ GRADE

LEVELS

04-6
0
0
□ SUBJECT

AREAS

□ science

0
0
□ CONCEPT
□ Even

goods which are biodegradable decompose at various rates.

0
0
□ OBJECTIVE
□To

see if plastic degrades and how fast different typ~s degrade.

a
a
□ MATERIALS

□

- plastic (as

many brands or varieties of plastic as you can find).
cornstarch "biodegradable" and

a Look for: ohotodegradable,
a nondegractable plastics.
a - ::.crap wood
a - nails
a
a
□ KEYWORDS
□ photodegradation,

a
a

biodegradation

□ PROCEDURE

a

□Cut

two pieces from each type of plastic. Every piece should be
the same size. Collect several brands and thickness.

□ approximately

0
□ Note:

PHOTODEGRADABLE means that the product is broken down by exposure
light. CORN STARCH BIODEGRADABLE plastic is broken down by
□ microorganisms, which actually eat the corn starch and leave the plastic

□ to

□ behind.

a
a1.
a

Find a safe place outside the school that is not disturbed too much.

□ 2.

Take two pieces of scrap wood and attach one sample of each type of
- 1 -

□

0

a

plastic to each board. Use a piece of nondegradable plastic as a
control.

03. Place one set of samples outside where they will be exposed to the
sun. The other set should be buried at least partially in soil so
□
that the soil microoranisms will have a chance to carry out
a degradation.
□

□

04. It will take several months to see any changes so you may need to
□
start your experiment in the beginning of the school year.
□

06. Check your samples once a month, and record any changes.

a
a
a
a
a
a

corn starch corn starch photo
photo
non degradable
degradable degradable degradable degradable
plastic #1 plastic #2 plastic #1
plastic#2
plastic #4

a
□ SEPT

a
a

□ OCT

a
a

□ NOV

a
a

□ *DEC

a
a

□ *JAN

□

a
O*FEB

a
□
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WHAT IS THIS BIKE MADE OF? ACTIVITY
0 .
0
□ GRADE LEVELS

04-6

a
a
□ SUBJECT AREAS
□social studies, home

economics, math

a
□
□ CONCEPT

□ What

are natural resources, and why are they important?

□

a
□ OBJECTIVE

□To

identify how many resources are used to produce an item and why each
□ resource is so important.
□

a
□ MATERIALS
□-

□□-

paper
pencil
bicycle or picture of one

□
□

□ KEYWORDS
□ natural

resource

□
□
□ BACKGROUND

□ Use

an object that youth are familiar with to explore how many resources
Dare used to make it. Youth should realize that everything is made from a
□ natural resource. Example: pencil, house, bicycle, car, softball.
□
□
□ PROCEDURE

□Take

an item that you are familiar with and list all the raw materials
to produce it.

□ needed

□
□

□ Example:

D
□

Bike -- aluminum (bauxite)
steel
plastic
- 1-

a

rubber

a
a
O"WHAT IS THIS MADE OF" RECORD

a
□ Item

being examined _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a

0------------------------------------------------------------------------

0Parts that make
Oup the object

Raw materials
needed

Renewable in
100 years?

0-----------------------------------------------------------------------0e.g. Bike

a
a
a

aluminum - bauxite

0--------------------------

no

0Formatted for EE-Link 2/94
OFile Location: Class Resources/Cornell's/4-6 Activities/What is this Bike of?

a.
a
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THE THROWAWAY THREE: A SKIT
0
0
□ GRADE LEVELS

(

-6
0

0
□ SUBJECT

AREAS
studies

□ social

0
0
□ CONCEPT
□There

a
a

is no such thing as throwing "away" our trash.

□ OBJECTIVE
□To

inspire students to think about how much waste we produce and how we
of it.

□ dispose

a
a
□ MATERIALS

□ see

list of props

a

C

□ KEYWORDS

□ industrialist,

refuse

a
a

,,

□ PROCEDURE

□This

skit presents the growing amount of trash in the world., As the skit
each player throws more trash on the pile in the middle of
□ the room so that a high stack is created. Someone suggests one way to
□ solve the problem is to recycle. A discussion of ways to solve the
□ problem of too much garbage and trash might follow the performance (see
□ Discussion Notes, following the script).
□ progresses,

a
a
a

Props
Person 1 □This is the tale of the Throwaway Three,
□ Of humans and their garbage throughout his-to-ry:
□ Now they're very nice people, just like you and me,
! Vho all have a problem, as you will soon see-□ What shall they do with their garbage and trash?
□-

- 1 -

a
0- All -

OWhy, throw it!, Or bury it! Or burn it to ash!

a
(

Person 2 - 90,000 B.C. (Monkey) represent people when we lived in a tree.
□I get rid of garbage so easily!
□It's a snap! It's no problem- to me or to him.
awe just let go, plop! Down through the limbs.
□I

Monkey Masks
Banana Peel

a
a- Person 3 - 50,000 B.C. (Cave dweller) □I am a cave dweller who lives on the ground.
□ What do I do with old stuff all around?
□ Why, burn it, like meat; bum it up in the fire;
DOr bury it like bones, in the muck and the mire.

Skins

a
a- All □ Yes, throw it, or bury it, or burn it to ash!
□That's how we always get rid of our trash!

a
a- Person 1 - 200 B.C. (Roman) □I am a Roman who lives in the town.
□ Our laws won't allow me to just throw it down.
( have to drag it away for a mile
□And then I can dump it, forget it, and smile!

Roman Helmet
and Bag of
trash

a
a- Person 2 - 1200 A.D. (Briton) Stack of
am a Briton, wary and quick;
Trash
□ Down on our street it can get pretty thick.
□ When housewives up there want to pitch out their goo,
□They just heave it out there and yell: "Gardy-loo!"
□ (person 1 stands on chair and yells)
□ It will stay there and stay there until the next rain,
DOr until our fair London should burn down again.
□I

a
□- All -

DOh, what do we do with our garbage and trash:
throw it, or bury it, or burn it to ash!
D
□- Person 3 - 1630 (Settler) DI am the settler. I came without much
□ But everything else I must make with my hands.
1
·o I don't throw out much - I use all I can.
□ Cloth scraps become quilts; I reuse my bent nails
□ We

-2-

Pilgrim Hat

□ It will be a long time 'fore the next trade ship sails.
0
0- Person 1 - 1 700 (Colonist) □ Coonskin Hatl am a colonist; now life's not so tough.
( le have trade between cities that brings lots of stuff
□And some things are made by our townfolks today,
□ I could buy a new harness, throw this old one away.
□ We have pigs and hogs running loose in our street,
□ If I toss it out there, they'll eat it up neat!
□
□ Or I might bury it right over there.
□ Or I might burn it: nobody would care.
□ You see; New World is the same as the Old!
□ We trashmakers come from the time-honored mold.

Coonskin
Hat and
Leather

a
0- All □ What are we still doing with garbage and trash?
□ You guessed it! Throw it away, or bury it, or
a burn it to ash!

a

0- Person 2 - 1890 {lndustrialist)Engineer's Engineer's
□ I'm the industrialist person new on the scene,
_DI mass-produce goods with my trusty machine.
cap and
( "his sweater, handmade, took a week in days of yore,
3 sweaters
□ But now in one hour, I can make forty-four.
( one handmade
·two machineDI make things so cheaply, you can now afford two,
made)
□ and throw out twice as much trash as you need to do.

a

0- Person 3- 1950 (Scientist) DI am the scientist person in the new post-war age.
□ We've learned a few tricks while the shortage raged
□ When we couldn't get natural stuff to process
□ We invented synthetics to replace the rest.

Lab coat

a
0- Person 2 (Industrialist) and nylons, acrylics and plastics.
□ For furniture and clothing and even elastics;
□ Forget your old wooled silk and cotton;
□ Real wooden toys and washboards are forgotten.
□ Rayons

Nylon Stockings
Plastic Bag,
and Container

a
0- Person 1 (Scientist) □ Our new stuff will last 'til forever, you see
/ ·ven when it's worn out to you and me
□ Permanent pressed, pre-sized and pre-shrunk
- 3 -

Perm a-press
Shirt.

□ When

dingy and old, it's still permanent "junk"

O (Person 1 yells "Junk")

0
□-

Person Z (Industrialist) Plastic Bag
le make instant menus that come in a PACK.
TV Dinner
□ You just boil the food in its own plastic sack
□ Or our TV dinner in its tinfoil tray
□ It's quick; you don't wash it; just throw it away!
0
0- Person 3 (Scientist) Broken Small
□ We make lots of TVs and clothes dryers, too.
□ Don't ask for trade-in; you're kidding, aren't you?
Appliance
0
0- Person 2 (Industrialist) □ Our new cars all change with each model year,
Toy Car
□ Don't try to repair them, the cost's too dear,
□ Besides, we don't bother to make last year's parts
□ For Skylarks, or Novas, or Cougars, or Darts.
D
0- Person 3 (Scientist) □ It's the New Thing, The NEW that America craves.
□ So out, out with old stuff, away to its graves.
0
(
Person Z (Manufacturer) □ So what if there're more of us buying goods?
□ So what if they won't rot away as they should?
D
□- Person 1 (Indian) □ Now wait just a minute! You cannot fail
Indian
□To include me in your historic trash tale.
Headband
□ We Indians lived simply, on prairies, in woods,
□ We made no high trash piles, nor mass produced goods.
□ Let me be your critic, show you where you stand;
□And tell you how you're defiling our land.
□ Your new-fangled goods will not rot away.
□ When you throw them all down they remain where they lay
□Then you say you will bury them deep in the ground:
DAIi your modern trash will make quite a mound!
□ So then you would burn it,
□And fill up our air with smoke and gases!
□ Oh, all of your answers have faults everywhere:
□ You'll either ruin the water, the land, or the air.
Vhat's more, your resources--your lumber, your ore-□ Get smaller each year than the year before.
(
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□ And

what's more--this old earth's not making any more.

D

0- Person 2 (Industrialist) right. Our resources are shrinking away
( Jhile our garbage problem grows bigger each day.
□We're always converting resources to refuse
D
(Throw Out Old Blanket and cola bottle)
□ Instead of recycling them for reuse!
□ You're

□

□-

Person 3 (Scientist) □ Oh stop it! Don't drop it! We'll think of a way
□To make food for cows that's much better than hay.
□ Don't burn it, return it--we'II make something new,
□A vase for your mother, a spyglass for you.
□
(Flowers in bottle for vase, flower out,
□
bottle held up to eye for spyglass)
□ Don't bury it, carry it--back to the mill.
□ We'll make a new blanket to ward off the chill.
□
(Pick up old blanket and wrap around shoulders)
□

□

-Person 2 (Industrialist) time we progress past the Disposal age
□And make RECYCLING part of the popular rage!
( le'II have to give up old solutions for trash
□And use new technology so the earth does not crash.
□ It will tale a whole slew of solutions
□ to solve this problem and reduce pollution.
□ So ...
□
□- All □ Reduce, reuse, and recycle the trash.
□ Send the rest to the landfill, or burn it to ash.
□ It's

□
□
□
□

- - THE END - -

□ DISCUSSION
□The

skit shows the children that people have historically gotten rid of
waste successfully by throwing it out, burying it, or burning it,
□ but none of these methods solve modern urban garbage problems. The
□ discussion should attempt to reinforce this concept. One way this can be
□ done is to discuss the characters in the skit: how they disposed of
( 'ieir garbage and why their methods of doing so were either satisfactory
□ or unsatisfactory.
□ solid
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□
□
□

(

□
□
□

MONKEY: Threw garbage down. No problem developed because no large
concentration of monkeys existed and the garbage disintegrated.
CAVE DWELLER: Threw it. Tossing out garbage began to be a problem
because of the many people who lived in cities, but it was easily
solved by taking the garbage out of the city.

□

□
□

□

BRITON: Threw it. A problem grew because more and more people moved
to the cities, thus producing more trash than they could get rid of
in the city.

□
□

SETTLER: Had very little garbage, mostly decomposable.

□
□
□
□

COLONIST: Threw it, burned, buried it. Greater trade resulted when
people did not use goods until they wore out, but then more things
to be discarded began to accumulate.

□

□
□
□

INDUSTRIALIST: With a greater concentration of people in the cities
than ever before and more buying because machine-made goods were
cheaper, much more was thrown out.

□
□

(

SCIENTIST: The big change to synthetics plus the use of enormous
amount of natural resources are causing tremendous trash problems.

□

□ Our

solid waste disposal options include reducing, reusing, recycling,
incinerating, and landfilling. None of these options can
□ stand alone. We must look at individual regions or communities and
□ decide what are the best solutions for each. Any place we live, we can
□ REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE, and COMPOST. It is important to do these things
□to conserve our natural resources and become a wise user. INCINERATION
□ may be important in areas where there is a severe space problem or where
□ other options don't exist. It has a place in some solid waste plans
□ because it produces energy and reduces the volume of garbage.
□ LANDFILLING will always be needed but maybe not in every community. We
□ continue to produce items that are not or cannot be disposed of in other
□ composting,

□ ways.

□

□ Look

at your own community's waste or your classroom waste to see what
options you can take advantage of. Discuss the idea that we
□ can't "throw away" our trash; there is simply no such place as "away."
□ Care is always required to prevent our trash from having bad effects on
ur lives. We are literally running out of some natural resources so
uthat any form of disposal of certain goods is self-defeating.
□ disposal
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□
□
□ Questions to discuss
□- Where do hazardous

(

a-

items such as batteries and toxic chemicals go?
What have we learned from our past disposal practices?
Why is it such a problem now?

□
□
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ALL WRAPPED UP
D
D
□ GRADE

LEVELS

04-6
D
D
□ SUBJECT
□ social

AREAS
studies

D
D
□ CONCEPT

□ Why

do we need packaging? How can we reduce the amount of waste it

□ generates?

D
D
□ OBJECTIVE

□To

understand the purpose of packaging and to be able to identify
□ wasteful packaging.
D
D
□ MATERIALS

D1. product packaging
02. old magazines
D
D
□ KEYWORDS

□ packaging,

renewable resources

D
D
□ BACKGROUND

D
□ Why

do we buy one product instead of another? Often it's because of the
□ packaging. Packaging accounts for 10-1 5% (and sometimes more than 50%)
□ of the cost of a product and approximately 1/3 of what goes into a
□ family's trash can. Excess and non-recyclable packaging add to our
□ energy and waste problems. We can cut down on packaging.
D
□ Packaging has several uses. It may provide protection to a product
□ during shipping. It may provide protection to the consumer by preventing
□ contamination or tampering. Or it may prove a useful marketing tool for
□ the manufacturer. In some cases, the packaging may serve multiple
□ purposes. Packaging often differs from culture to culture. Generally,
□ Americans are accustomed to seeing a lot of packaging material. On the
- 1 -

□ other hand, some European cultures use relatively little packaging. For
□ example, Americans expect their purchased items to be placed in a paper

Dor plastic bag as a convenient method of carrying the item home. Some
however, frequent open food markets where they bring their
□ own wicker basket or cloth bag which is used over and over again. In
□ addition, U.S. supermarkets often feature fruits and vegetables wrapped
□ in plastic shrink wrap and polystyrene (styrofoam). Open food markets do
□ not use synthetic wrapping, instead they rely on nature's own packaging,
Die. the banana peel or potato skin.
□ Europeans,

□

□ Packaging
□ lured

often serves as a way to promote a product, and we often are
into buying something we may not really need.

□
□

□ PROCEDURE:

□

□ 1.

Have the students bring in examples of packaging. Discuss:

□
□
□
□

□

a. Why is the product packaged? (To protect the product, protect
health, prevent theft or tampering, provide advertising, provide
convenience, promote purchasing, make the product look larger or
more appealing)

□

□
□

b. Is the packaging essential, or wasteful? Why and why not? What
criteria are you using to make your decision?

□
□

□

c. What influence do you think packaging has on how well the
product sells?

□
□ 2.

Design a way to categorize the packaging. For example, so~t it
□ according to "natural" packaging (bananas, apples, peanuts); recyclable
□ packaging (paper bags, returnable bottles); and nonrecyclable packaging.
□ Discuss:

□
□

a. What happens to the packaging once the product is used?

□
□

b.

□

Which packaging is made from: recycled materials, renewable
resources?

□
□

□

c.

Which packaging would you label: most wasteful, least wasteful?
Why?

□
□ 3.

Brainstorm ways you could reduce the amount of packaging you
For example, could you purchase products in bulk? How would

□ purchase.
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□ this help reduce packaging? (A 3-ounce tube of toothpaste requires 50%
□ more packaging per ounce than a ?-ounce tube.)

D
D
□ FOLLOW-UP:

D
D1.
D
02.

List three examples each of recyclable and non-recyclable packaging.
What criteria might you consider when deciding whether packaging is
or wasteful?

□ necessary

D
03. What happens to most of the packaging you purchase? What do you
Dthink about this?

a
a
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